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1. EINLEITUNG
Das Leitmotiv dieser Arbeit hat eine einfache Gestalt: Um drei Punkte in
der Ebene zu u¨berdecken, genu¨gen drei Kreise beliebigen Radius’. Jene
drei Punkte bilden die Ecken eines Dreiecks. Um wiederum dieses Dreieck
zu u¨berdecken, ist wohl eine gro¨ßere Anzahl an Kreisen vonno¨ten. Diese
steigt, wenn sich die Kreisradii verkleinern. Das Dreieck ist die konvexe
Hu¨lle seiner Eckpunkte; in diesem Sinne ko¨nnen wir etwas allgemeiner die
Frage stellen: Wieviele Kugeln eines bestimmten Radius’ sind notwendig,
um die konvexe Hu¨lle einer Punktmenge in einem linearen normierten Raum
zu u¨berdecken, wobei Informationen daru¨ber gegeben sind, wieviele Kugeln
beno¨tigt werden, um die Ausgangsmenge zu u¨berdecken. Dieses Problem in
all seinen Auspra¨gungen durchzieht die gesamte Arbeit. Wir pra¨zisieren die
Situation:
Sei [E, d] ein metrischer Raum, T ⊆ E eine pra¨kompakte Teilmenge und
B(x0, ε) := {x ∈ E : d(x0, x) ≤ ε}. Die U¨berdeckungszahlen von T
werden definiert als
N(T, ε) := min{n ∈ N : ∃ t1, ..., tn ∈ E so dass T ⊆
n⋃
i=1
B(ti, ε)}.
Auf die Gro¨ße logN(T, ε) beziehen wir uns als metrische Entropie von
T. Im folgenden bezeichnet T eine Teilmenge eines Hilbertraumes, welche
mit der durch das Skalarprodukt induzierten Metrik ausgestattet ist. Hier-
bei arbeiten wir nur mit separablen Hilbertra¨umen, selbst wenn dies nicht
explizit erwa¨hnt wird.
Die Hauptaufgabe im Sinne obigen Leitmotivs ist es, Schranken fu¨r die
U¨berdeckungszahlen der konvexen Hu¨lle einer Menge T zu bestimmen, wa¨h-
rend uns dabei Informationen u¨ber die Menge T gegeben seien. In Carl
(1982) und Ball and Pajor (1991) wird die Entropie konvexer Hu¨llen von
Mengen abza¨hlbar vieler Vektoren studiert, gestu¨tzt auf Kenntnisse u¨ber
deren Normen. In Dudley (1987) wurde die Problemstellung derart verall-
gemeinert, dass lediglich eine Schranke fu¨r die U¨berdeckungszahlen der Aus-
gangsmenge gegeben ist, ohne spezielles Wissen u¨ber die Normen. Es wird
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bewiesen, dass N(T, ε) ≤ c1ε−α die Ungleichung logN(co(T ), ε) ≤ c2ε−γ fu¨r
α > 0 und alle γ > 2α2+α impliziert, wobei c1, c2 von ε unabha¨ngige Konstan-
ten sind.
Dudleys Untersuchungen waren motiviert von Anwendungen auf dem Ge-
biet empirischer Prozesse; daru¨ber hinaus findet die Frage nach der Entropie
konvexer Hu¨llen Anwendungen – siehe Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) – in
verschiedenen Zweigen der Mathematik, etwa in der Approximationstheo-
rie, der Geometrie, der Funktionalanalysis wie auch der Wahrscheinlichkeit-
stheorie. Nichtsdestoweniger mo¨chten wir unterstreichen, wie natu¨rlich und
intuitiv diese Problemstellung ist, was Betrachtungen daru¨ber ungeachtet
mo¨glicher Anwendungen interessant macht.
Das oben zitierte Resultat Dudleys wird heutzutage von einer Reihe von Ab-
scha¨tzungen fu¨r verschiedeneWachstumsraten vonN(T, ε) begleitet. Ebenso
liegen Verallgemeinerungen auf den Fall von Banachra¨umen des Typs p ∈
(1, 2] vor, vlg. Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999), Steinwart (2000), Creutzig
and Steinwart (2002) und Steinwart (2004).
Anstatt mit der konvexen werden wir mit der absolutkonvexen Hu¨lle von
T
aco(T ) := {
n∑
i=1
λiti :
n∑
i=1
|λi| = 1, t1, ..., tn ∈ T, n ∈ N}
arbeiten, was die Anwendung von Dualita¨tsargumenten ermo¨glicht.
Fu¨r Funktionen benutzen wir die Notation f  g falls lim supx→a f(x)g(x) < +∞
erfu¨llt ist mit a ∈ [0,+∞]. In diesem Fall schreiben wir auch g  f. Zudem
gebrauchen wir f ≈ g, wenn f  g und g  f . Fu¨r Folgen verwenden wir
die analoge Notation.
Wir bu¨ndeln die Abscha¨tzungen fu¨r die wichtigsten Wachstumsraten von
N(T, ε) im na¨chsten Theorem.
Theorem 1. Sei T eine pra¨kompakte Teilmenge eines Hilbertraumes. Dann
gelten die folgenden Abscha¨tzungen:
(i). N(T, ε)  | log ε|β impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  | log ε|β+1 fu¨r β > 0.
(ii). N(T, ε)  ε−α| log ε|−β impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε− 2α2+α | log ε|− 2β2+α
fu¨r α > 0 und β ∈ R.
(iii). logN(T, ε)  ε−α| log ε|−β impliziert
logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2| log ε|1−2/α(log | log ε|)−2β/α
fu¨r 0 < α < 2 und β ∈ R.
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(iv). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β
fu¨r β > 2.
(v). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−2 impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2.
(vi). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−β
fu¨r β < 2.
(vii). logN(T, ε)  ε−α impliziert logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−α fu¨r α > 2.
Beachten wir, dass (ii) eine Verbesserung von Dudley (1987) durch Carl
(1997) ist, wobei dieses Resultat tatsa¨chlich bereits in Theorem 5.10.1 in
Carl and Stephani (1990) enthalten ist. Abscha¨tzungen (i),(iii) und (vii)
sind in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) enthalten. Die kritischen Fa¨lle
logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β , β ∈ R, sind vergleichsweise schwierig zu hand-
haben. Ein erstes Resultat betrifft den Fall β = 0 und stammt von Gao
(2001), der ebenso ein geistreiches Beispiel fu¨r eine Menge ersann, die zeigte,
dass seine obere Schranke bestmo¨glich ist. Gaos Ideen wurden von Creutzig
and Steinwart (2002) aufgegriffen und auf den Fall β < 2 sowie auf Ba-
nachra¨ume vom Typ p ∈ (1, 2] ausgedehnt. Seither war es eine offene Frage,
was in den Fa¨llen β ≥ 2, also Teilen (iv) und (v) von Theorem 1, geschieht.
Wir werden zeigen, dass es uns ku¨rzliche Entwicklungen in der Theorie der
kleinen Abweichungen durch Aurzada and Lifshits (2008) ermo¨glichen, eine
obere Schranke im Fall β > 2 zu finden: Wir konstruieren in Abha¨ngigkeit
von T eine Gaußsche Zufallsvariable X mit Werten in einem separablen Ba-
nachraum E ⊆ RT . U¨ber das Resultat aus Aurzada and Lifshits (2008),
eine Ausdehnung der klasischen ”Talagrand lower bound”, erhalten wir aus
einer oberen Schranke fu¨r logN(T, ε) eine obere Schranke fu¨r die Funktion
der kleinen Abweichungen
φ(ε) := − logP [‖X‖E ≤ ε] .
Diese mu¨ndet durch Anwendung einer der bekannten Kuelbs-Li Ungleichun-
gen in eine obere Schranke fu¨r die metrische Entropie logN(K, ε) der Ein-
heitskugel K des reproduzierenden Kernhilbertraumes von X. Unser Vorge-
hen wird von einer engen Verbindung zwischen der metrischen Entropie von
K und aco(T ) erga¨nzt, die in Abschnitt 3.5 fundiert wird, vgl. auch Gao
(2004). Es stellt sich heraus, dass der oben beschriebene probabilistische Zu-
gang fu¨r alle Fa¨lle von Theorem 1 funktioniert, in denen Dudleys Integral∫ ∞
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε (1.1)
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konvergiert, also fu¨r Fa¨lle (i) bis (iv).
Die verbleibenden Abscha¨tzungen (v) bis (vii) ko¨nnen aus Remark 5.3 in
Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) abgeleitet werden, wie Lifshits (2009) beobach-
tet hat, der zudem einen Beweis gab, welcher sich auf Gaußprozesse und die
Sudakov-Minoration gru¨ndet, siehe Sudakov (1969). Bemerkenswerterweise
helfen probabilistische Methoden auch in Fa¨llen, in denen das Dudley Inte-
gral nicht mehr notwendig konvergiert.
Insgesamt erhalten wir einen kurzen, einfachen und probabilistischen Beweis
von Theorem 1 mit einheitlicher Behandlung der Fa¨lle (i) bis (iv) sowie (v)
bis (vii). Dieser ist in Abschnitt 4.1 ausgefu¨hrt.
Außerdem geben wir einen direkten Beweis fu¨r Fall (v) in Abschnitt 4.2, der
sich auf die urspru¨ngliche Argumentation in Gao (2001) sowie Creutzig and
Steinwart (2002) gru¨ndet.
Zusa¨tzlich werden wir die Teile (iv) bis (vii) beweisen, indem wir Methoden
verwenden, die ihren Ursprung in der Theorie der majorisierenden Maße
haben, siehe Abschnitt 4.3.
Wir mo¨chten unterstreichen, dass unabha¨ngig die Abscha¨tzungen (iv) und
(v) von Carl, Hinrichs, and Pajor (2010) mit anderen Methoden gefun-
den wurden. Es ist jedoch unbekannt, ob (iv) und (v) bestmo¨glich sind.
Dies bleibt ein offenes Problem. Hingegen kann der existierenden Liter-
atur entnommen werden, dass Abscha¨tzungen (i), (ii), (iii), (vi) und (vii)
bestmo¨glich sind.
Kapitel 5 entha¨lt Resultate, die im Bereich der kritisch großen Entropie
liegen, in gleicher Weise wie in Kapitel 4 werden wir lebhaft von der Verbin-
dung zwischen der Einheitskugel des reproduzierenden Kernhilbertraums
einer Gaußschen Zufallsvariable und aco(T ) Gebrauch machen.
In Abschnitt 5.1 stellen wir unter Zuhilfenahme einer Kuelbs-Li Ungleichung
untere Schranken fu¨r die kleinen Abweichungen bereit, wenn eine untere
Schranke fu¨r die Entropie der Einheitskugel des zugeho¨rigen reproduzieren-
den Kernhilbertraumes gegeben ist. Diese Abscha¨tzungen werden im folgen-
den dazu verwendet, die Konvergenzraten der Funktion der kleinen Abwe-
ichungen von Folgen unabha¨ngiger Gaußscher Zufallsvariablen sowie eines
Volterra-Typ Prozesses zu identifizieren.
In Abschnitt 5.2 bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit Optimalita¨tsbetrachtungen bezu¨g-
lich der Kuelbs-Li Ungleichungen. Es folgt aus Kuelbs and Li (1993) fu¨r eine
Funktion f mit f(ε)  φ(ε) die Beziehung
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))  f(ε), (1.2)
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wa¨hrend ebenso
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(2ε) (1.3)
Gu¨ltigkeit besitzt. Die erste Verbindung (1.2) verwenden wir, um eine obere
Schranke fu¨r die metrische Entropie logN(K, ε) zu bestimmen, wenn eine
obere Schranke fu¨r die Funktion der kleinen Abweichungen φ(ε) gegeben
ist.
Ebenso erstrebenswert wa¨re es, aus einer unteren Schranke fu¨r φ(ε) eine
untere Schranke fu¨r logN(K, ε) herleiten zu ko¨nnen. In Abschnitt (1.2) un-
tersuchen wir, inwieweit dies mo¨glich ist unter Verwendung von Beziehung
(1.3). Dabei beschra¨nkt insbesondere die Zahl zwei auf der rechten Seite von
(1.3) den Anwendungsbereich auf Probleme, bei denen φ(ε) die Dopplungs-
bedingung φ(2ε)  φ(ε) erfu¨llt, was in vielen Fa¨llen nicht gilt. Es wu¨rde
auch keine Verbesserung bedeuten, φ(2ε) in (1.3) durch φ((1 + δ)ε) fu¨r
ein festes δ > 0 zu ersetzen; schließlich ist φ(2ε)  φ(ε) erfu¨llt, sobald
φ((1+ δ)ε)  φ(ε) erfu¨llt ist. Kurzum, es wa¨re wu¨nschenswert, die Relation
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε)
zu beweisen. Wir zeigen jedoch, dass dies nicht mo¨glich ist.
Die zweite Frage betrifft das Hauptresultat von Li and Linde (1999), welches
darin besteht, die Ergebnisse von Kuelbs and Li (1993) so auszudehnen, dass
eine eineindeutige Korrespondenz zwischen der Funktion der kleinen Abwei-
chungen und der metrischen Entropie der Einheitskugel des zugeho¨rigen re-
produzierenden Kernhilbertraums bewiesen wurde, die sich in der A¨quivalenz
φ(ε) ≈ ε−α| log ε|β gdw logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2α/(2+α)| log ε|2β/(2+α), (1.4)
mit α > 0 und β ∈ R ausdru¨ckt. In Abschnitt 5.2 werden wir zeigen, dass
eine solch enge Beziehung im kritischen Fall nicht mehr gilt, d.h. wenn φ(ε)
super-regula¨res Verhalten zeigt oder logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2J(1/ε) mit einer fal-
lenden Funktion J , die im Unendlichen langsam variiert.
Schließlich diskutieren wir die Gao-Menge aus Gao (2001), die leichte Modi-
fikationen erfa¨hrt. Mit Hilfe von Operatorzahlen, welche der Theorie des
Nicht-Determinismus stochastischer Prozesse entstammen, siehe Linde (2008),
geben wir untere Schranken fu¨r die Entropie der absolutkonvexen Hu¨llen
jener speziellen Mengen, die in einigen Fa¨llen besser sind als die gemein-
hin bekannten, jedoch trotzdem nicht ausreichen, um zu zeigen, dass die
Abscha¨tzungen (iv) bzw. (v) bestmo¨glich sind. Dies bleibt ein offenes Prob-
lem.
2. INTRODUCTION
The leitmotif of this work can be described in quite a simple manner: Given
three distinct points in the plane, one needs at most three disks of arbitrary
radius to cover them. Those three points may be regarded to constitute the
vertices of a triangle. Obviously, many more than three disks are necessary
to cover the whole figure, and their number increases as their radii decrease.
The triangle is the convex hull of its vertices. In this sense the question can
be generalized: How many balls of certain radius are needed to cover the
convex hull of a set of points in some linear normed space provided informa-
tion about how many balls are needed to cover the original set? This issue
in all its facets pervades the whole work. We formulate the setting precisely:
Let (E, d) be any metric space, T ⊆ E be a precompact subset andB(x0, ε) :=
{x ∈ E : d(x0, x) ≤ ε}. The covering numbers of T are defined by
N(T, ε) := min{n ∈ N : ∃ t1, ..., tn ∈ E such that T ⊆
n⋃
i=1
B(ti, ε)}.
We will refer to logN(T, ε) as metric entropy of T . In the following, T
will denote a subset of a Hilbert space and will be equipped with the metric
induced by the inner product. We are only concerned with separable Hilbert
spaces, even if not explicitly stated.
The main task is to obtain bounds for the covering numbers of the con-
vex hull of T relying on information about the set T.
In both Carl (1982) and Ball and Pajor (1991) the entropy of the con-
vex hull of sets with ”few” vectors is studied, whereas their norms or at
least bounds for these are known. Dudley (1987) was the first to generalize
the question in such a way that only bounds for covering numbers of the
original set T were given, without special knowledge about the norms of its
(extreme) points.
He proves that N(T, ε) ≤ c1ε−α implies logN(co(T ), ε) ≤ c2ε−γ for α > 0
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and all γ > 2α2+α , where c1, c2 are constants independent of ε.
His research was motivated by applications in the field of empirical pro-
cesses, and furthermore, entropy of convex hulls found applications – see
Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999)– in various branches of mathematics such
as analysis, approximation theory, geometry as well as probability, cf. Carl
and Stephani (1990), Ledoux and Talagrand (1991), Edmunds and Triebel
(1996), Pisier (1989). Nevertheless, let us underline how natural and intuitive
the task is, which makes considerations interesting disregarding application
possibilities.
Dudley’s assertion cited above is nowadays accompanied by a number of
statements for different rates of growth of N(T, ε) as well as there were sev-
eral extensions to the Banach space case, for the latter cf. Carl, Kyrezi, and
Pajor (1999), Steinwart (2000), Creutzig and Steinwart (2002) and Stein-
wart (2004).
Instead of working with the convex hull, we will prefer the absolutely con-
vex hull of T
aco(T ) := {
n∑
i=1
λiti :
n∑
i=1
|λi| = 1, t1, ..., tn ∈ T, n ∈ N}
which enables us to deal with duality.
For functions f, g we use the notation f  g if lim supx→a f(x)g(x) < +∞ with
a ∈ [0,+∞]. In this case, we also write g  f. Moreover, we use f ≈ g if
f  g and g  f . For sequences we employ the analogous notation.
Let us concentrate the statements for the most important rates of N(T, ε)
in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let T be a precompact subset of some Hilbert space. Then the
following upper estimates are valid:
(i). N(T, ε)  | log ε|β implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  | log ε|β+1 for β > 0.
(ii). N(T, ε)  ε−α| log ε|−β implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε− 2α2+α | log ε|− 2β2+α
for α > 0 and β ∈ R.
(iii). logN(T, ε)  ε−α| log ε|−β implies
logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2| log ε|1−2/α(log | log ε|)−2β/α
for 0 < α < 2 and β ∈ R.
(iv). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β
for β > 2.
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(v). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−2 implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2.
(vi). logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−β
for β < 2.
(vii). logN(T, ε)  ε−α implies logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−α for α > 2.
Note that (ii) is an improvement of Dudley (1987) by Carl (1997), where
in fact the result is already included in Theorem 5.10.1 in Carl and Stephani
(1990). Estimates (i), (iii) and (vii) are contained in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor
(1999). The critical cases logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β for β ∈ R have been
comparatively difficult to treat. The first result was for β = 0 and due
to Gao (2001), who also invented an ingenious example to prove that the
estimate is best possible. Creutzig and Steinwart (2002) extended his ideas
to the case β < 2 and to Banach spaces of type p ∈ (1, 2].
It has been an open question for almost ten years what happens in the
remaining cases β ≥ 2, i.e. cases (iv) and (v). We will show that very recent
developments in the theory of small deviations, see Aurzada and Lifshits
(2008), enable us to find a reasonable upper bound for the case of β > 2. For
this, we construct a Gaussian random variable X with values in a separable
Banach space E ⊆ RT . With the result from Aurzada and Lifshits (2008),
an extension of the classical ”Talagrand lower bound”, we derive an upper
bound for the small deviations function
φ(ε) := − logP [‖X‖E ≤ ε] (2.1)
from an upper bound for logN(T, ε). This upper bound for φ(ε) runs into
an upper bound for the metric entropy of the unit ball of the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space of X with the aid of one of the famous Kuelbs-Li in-
equalities. This procedure will be finally coupled with a precise link between
the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (short: rkHs) of X and aco(T ) in terms
of entropy, see the preliminary chapter, section 3.5, cf. also Gao (2004). It
turns out that our probabilistic approach works for all cases of Theorem 2
where Dudley’s integral
∫∞
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε converges, i.e. cases (i) to (iv).
The remaining cases (v) to (vii) may be derived from Remark 5.3 in Carl,
Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999). This obseration is due to Lifshits (2009) who also
gave a proof relying on Gaussian processes and Sudakov minoration, see
Sudakov (1969). Notably, this shows that the probabilistic method has not
reached the end of the line, even in cases of not necessarily converging Dud-
ley integral. Therefore, we get quite a short, simplified, and probabilistic
proof of all cases of Theorem 2 with unified treatment of (i) to (iv) and (v)
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to (vii), respectively.
As a supplement, we give a direct proof of (v) based on the original argu-
ments of both Gao (2001) and Creutzig and Steinwart (2002). In addition,
we give another proof of Theorem 2, parts (iv)–(vii) by employing meth-
ods originating in the theory of majorizing measures which were mainly
developed in Li and Linde (2000) based on Bu¨hler (1999) and Bu¨hler, Li,
and Linde (2001). Cases (iv) and (v) have not appeared in the literature
yet. However, let us point out that both have been found independently by
Carl, Hinrichs, and Pajor (2010) using other techniques than we will. They
compute the same upper bounds as we do, but no one knows whether the
estimates (iv) and (v) are best possible. This remains an open problem. Let
us remark that estimates (i), (ii), (iii), (vi), (vii) are best possible.
Chapter 5 contains results in the range of critically large entropy. In the
same way as in chapter 4, we will vividly use the link between the rkHs of
Gaussian processes and absolutely convex hulls. In section 5.1 we provide
lower bounds for the small deviations given lower bounds for entropy of the
unit ball of rkHs as a consequence of Kuelbs-Li inequality. These bounds are
then applied to identify the correct orders of small deviations of Gaussian
independent sequences as well as those of a Volterra type process.
Section 5.2 is devoted to optimality considerations concerning the Kuelbs-Li
inequalities. It follows from Kuelbs and Li (1993) that on the one hand for
each function f with φ(ε)  f(ε) the relation
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))  f(ε). (2.2)
is valid, while we have
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(2ε) (2.3)
on the other hand. The first connection (4.1) is suitable for computing an
upper bound for the metric entropy logN(K, ε) of the unit ball K of the
corresponding rkHs, if an upper bound for the small ball function φ(ε) is
given.
Clearly, it would be convenient to have an inverse result, i.e. we want to
establish a lower bound for logN(K, ε) given a lower bound of φ(ε). In this
section we investigate the question, to what extend this is possible. The key
step towards this is the relation (2.3). Unfortunately, the number two on
the right hand side of (2.3) significantly restricts the scope of application
to problems, where φ(ε) fulfills the doubling condition φ(2ε)  φ(ε). Note
that in many cases φ(ε) does not satisfy that condition. We observe that
it would not be an improvement to replace φ(2ε) by φ((1 + δ)ε) for a fixed
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δ > 0 since φ(2ε)  φ(ε) is fulfilled whenever φ((1+ δ)ε)  φ(ε) is. In other
words, it would be desirable to prove
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε). (2.4)
However, we will show that this is not possible.
The second question affects a major result of the article Li and Linde (1999)
which is to supplement the findings of Kuelbs and Li (1993) by establishing
a one-to-one correspondence between the small deviations and the metric
entropy of the unit ball of the rkHs of a Gaussian random variable which
may be expressed through the equivalence
φ(ε) ≈ ε−α| log ε|β iff logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2α/(2+α)| log ε|2β/(2+α), (2.5)
where α > 0 and β ∈ R.
In the second part of section 5.2 , we will show that such a tight relation
does not hold anymore in the critical case, i.e., if φ(ε) shows super-regular
behaviour or logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2J(1/ε) where J denotes a decreasing function
slowly varying at infinity.
We finish with a discussion on Gao set, which will be slightly modified and
generalized. With the help of operator numbers arising from probability,
especially from the theory of non-determinism of stochastic processes, we
give lower bounds for the entropy of the absolutely convex hull of these
particular sets which are in some cases better than the known ones, though
apart from showing the sharpness of Theorem 2 in cases (iv) or (v). This
remains an open question.
3. PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we introduce the main quantities of this work, cite important
results and useful assertions already having appeared in the literature or
are known, at least to experts. We restrict ourselves to give a tailored
overview fitting to our considerations, which mainly take place in the setting
of separable Hilbert and Banach spaces, in particular in section 3.2, though
there is a huge general theory behind, cf. Bogachev (1998). Let us point out
that we do not claim originality of the results, even if we give proofs instead
of exact references, which are sometimes hardly to be found.
3.1 Entropy and covering numbers
The concept of covering numbers N(T, ε) was introduced in Kolmogorov and
Tikhomirov (1959). In particular, N(T, ε) may be regarded as a function in ε
mapping (0,∞) into N if T is precompact. If N(T, ε) increases exponentially
as ε tends to 0, it is common to regard the quantity
logN(T, ε)
which is often referred to as metric entropy of T .
The following is a concept inverse to covering numbers. The n−th entropy
number εn(T ) is defined by
εn(T ) := inf{ε > 0| N(T, ε) ≤ n}.
and the n−th dyadic entropy number en(T ) by
en(T ) := ε2n−1(T ).
The entropy numbers en(u) of a linear operator u : E → F between two
Banach spaces are defined by
en(u) := en(u(BE)),
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where BE denotes the closed unit ball of E; see Carl and Stephani (1990) for
various properties and further information about entropy numbers. We will
use both quantities, covering numbers as well as entropy numbers. Hence it
will be convenient to be able to switch from one to the other. Unfortunately,
we could not find any literature to cite concerning their relations. We begin
with stating two easy but clarifying lemmata.
Lemma 3. Let [T, d] be a precompact metric space, ε > 0 and n ∈ N.
(i). εn(T ) < ε implies N(T, ε) ≤ n.
(ii). εn(T ) > ε implies N(T, ε) ≥ n+ 1.
(iii). N(T, ε) ≤ n implies εn(T ) ≤ ε.
(iv). N(T, ε) ≥ n+ 1 implies εn(T ) ≥ ε.
Lemma 4. Let [T, d] be a precompact metric space, ε > 0 and n ∈ N.
(i). en+1(T ) < ε implies logN(T, ε) ≤ n log 2.
(ii). en+1(T ) > ε implies logN(T, ε) ≥ n log 2.
(iii). logN(T, ε) ≤ n log 2 implies en+1(T ) ≤ ε.
(iv). logN(T, ε) ≥ n log 2 implies en(T ) ≥ ε.
Next, we formulate connections between entropy numbers and covering
numbers, which will be used freely throughout this work.
Proposition 5. Let [T, d] be a precompact metric space, α > 0 and β ∈ R.
(i). εn(T )  n−α(log(n+ 1))β iff N(T, ε)  ε− 1α | log ε|
β
α .
(ii). εn(T )  n−α(log(n+ 1))β iff N(T, ε)  ε− 1α | log ε|
β
α .
(iii). en(T )  n−α(log(n+ 1))β iff logN(T, ε)  ε− 1α | log ε|
β
α .
(iv). en(T )  n−α(log(n+ 1))β iff logN(T, ε)  ε− 1α | log ε|
β
α .
(v). en(T )  n−1/2(log(n+ 1))1/2−α(log log(n+ 2))β iff
logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|1−2α(log | log ε|)2β.
(vi). en(T )  n−1/2(log(n+ 1))1/2−α(log log(n+ 2))β iff
logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|1−2α(log | log ε|)2β.
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Proof. We restrict ourselves to the proof of (i) since the other assertions are
handled analogously.
Let F (x) := x−
1
α | log x| βα which is monotone for 0 < x < cF := min{1, exp [β]}
andG(y) := y−α log(y+1)β which is monotone for y > cG := max{1, exp[βα ]}.
Moreover, there is an nF ∈ N so that we have n−α(log(n+ 1))β < cF for all
n ≥ nF .
From left to right: We know that there is a constant c > 0 so that εn(T ) ≤
cn−α(log(n+ 1))β for all n ∈ N. For ε > 0 with
0 < ε < min{(cG + 1)−α(log(cG+2))β , (nF + 1)−α(log(nF + 2))β}
there is an n(ε) ≥ nF + 1 so that
εn(ε)+1(T ) ≤ c(n(ε) + 1)−α(log(n(ε) + 2))β ≤ cε < cn(ε)−α(log n(ε) + 1)β .
(3.1)
Applying the function F to (3.1) yields
F (n(ε)−α(log n(ε))β) ≤ F (ε)
and therefore
n(ε) + 1 ≤ n(ε) + 1
F (n(ε)−α(log n(ε))β)
F (ε). (3.2)
In view of Lemma 3(i), (3.1) and (3.2) we get
N(T, cε) ≤ c n(ε) + 1
F (n(ε)−α(log n(ε))β)
ε−
1
α | log ε| βα .
Since by (3.1), n(ε)→∞ as ε→ 0 and
lim sup
n→∞
n
F (n−α(log n)β)
< +∞
as one computes, the assertion follows.
From right to left: According to the assumption, there is a constant c > 0
so that for all ε > 0 we have
N(T, ε) < cε−
1
α | log ε| βα .
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Let n > cG + 1. There is an ε(n) > 0 so that
n− 1 ≤ ε(n)− 1α | log ε(n)| βα ≤ n. (3.3)
and
N(T, ε(n)) < cε(n)−
1
α | log ε(n)| βα ≤ cn (3.4)
We apply G to (3.3) which yields
G(ε(n)−
1
α | log ε(n)| βα ) ≤ G(n− 1).
With Lemma 3(iii)in view of (3.4) we now achieve
ε⌈cn⌉(T ) ≤ ε(n) ≤ c
′ ε(n)
G(ε(n)−
1
α | log ε(n)| βα )
n−α(log(n+ 1))β .
By (3.3), ε(n)→ 0 as n→∞. Since one computes
lim sup
ε→0
ε
G(ε−
1
α | log ε| βα )
< +∞,
the proof of (i) is completed.
3.2 Gaussian processes, random variables, and measures
Let T be a non-empty set and (Ω,F ,P) a complete probability space. As
usual, B(E) denotes the Borel-σ-algebra of some topological space E. A
family
X = (Xt)t∈T
of real-valued random variables
Xt : (Ω,F)→ (R,B(R))
is called a stochastic process.
Such a family X = (Xt)t∈T will be called Gaussian stochastic process
or Gaussian process for short, if the linear combination
n∑
i=1
λiXti (3.5)
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is normally distibuted for all choices of λ1, · · · , λn ∈ R, t1, · · · , tn ∈ T and
n ∈ N.
For each fixed ω ∈ Ω, X·(ω) is a real valued function on T called path
of the process. It is common to think of the stochastic process X as a
mapping
X : Ω→ RT .
We will mainly be concerned with the case, where X has paths a.s. in a
separable Banach space E ⊆ RT . Henceforth, that will be the setting.
If the mapping X : Ω→ E is (F ,B(E))−measurable, we will call it Borel
random variable. Such a Borel random variable will be a Gaussian ran-
dom variable, Grv for short, if in addition
〈X, a〉 (3.6)
is normally distributed for all a from the topological dual E∗ of E. In this
context, 〈·, ·〉 denotes the duality between E and E∗.
Let us underline that throughout this work we only handle centered Gaus-
sian processes and centered Gaussian random variables, which means that
all the real valued random variables in (3.5) and (3.6) have expectation zero
and hence are centered themselves. In respect thereof, centeredness will not
be mentioned or demanded explicitly anymore.
As common, we will denote by C(T ) the space of all real-valued continuous
functions defined on a compact metric space T and identify its topological
dual withM(T ), the space of all regular Borel measures on T equipped with
variation norm as justified by Riesz Representation Theorem. In particular,
M(T ) contains all point measures δt for t ∈ T.
We denote by extr(A) the set of extreme points of a set A in some linear
space. Following Roy (1987), a point x ∈ A is called extreme point, if
x = λy + (1 − λ)z for 0 < λ < 1 and y, z ∈ A implies x = y = z. For the
following considerations we provide three classical theorems.
Theorem 6 (Arens-Kelly). Let T be a compact metric space, then
extr(BM(T )) = {±δt : t ∈ T}.
Theorem 7 (Krein-Milman). Let C be a non-empty compact subset of a
locally convex space. Then extr(C) is not empty. If C is also convex, then
C is the closed convex hull of extr(C).
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Theorem 8 (Banach-Alaoglu). If E is a normed linear space, then BE∗ is
weak*-compact. If E is additionally separable, then the weak*–topology is
metrizable on BE∗.
Combining all three theorems yields
BM(T ) = aco{δt : t ∈ T}wk∗. (3.7)
We will make use of this important fact subsequently.
Proposition 9. Let X = (Xt)t∈T be a Gaussian Process indexed by a com-
pact metric space T and possessing paths in C(T ) a.s. Then X is a Gaussian
random variable.
Proof. We regard X to be a mapping from Ω into C(T ). Concerning mea-
surability of X w.r.t. F and B(E) we employ Theorem 2.1 of Vakhaniya,
Tarieladze, and Chobanyan (1987) which states that
σ(δt : t ∈ T ) = B(E).
As conventional, σ(δt : t ∈ T ) denotes the coarsest σ−algebra w.r.t. which
all the point functionals δt are measurable. As a consequence, it suffices to
know that X is measurable w.r.t. F and σ(δt : t ∈ T ), but this is trivial.
Since X is assumed to be Gaussian, we know that all the linear combi-
nations
n∑
i=1
λiXti
are normally distributed, so for each ν ∈ lin{δt : t ∈ T} ⊆ M(T ) the real-
valued random variable 〈X, ν〉 is normally distributed.
Regarding (3.7) and enclosing the fact that the weak*–topology is metriz-
able on BM(T ), we see that for µ ∈ M(T ) there is a sequence (µn)n∈N ⊆
2‖µ‖ aco(δt : t ∈ T ) for which the relation
lim
n→∞〈f, µn〉 = limn→∞
∫
T
f dµn =
∫
T
f dµ = 〈f, µ〉.
is valid for each f ∈ C(T ). By Banach Steinhaus Theorem, the sequence
(‖µn‖)n∈N is bounded, say by a constant c > 0. As a consequence and since
X is in particular bounded and Gaussian, we can estimate
σ2n := E|〈X,µn〉|2 ≤ cE sup
t∈T
|X(t)|2 ≤ c′ ,
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with a constant c
′
> 0 independent of n, see Ledoux and Talagrand (1991).
Hence, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we have
lim
n→∞E|〈X,µn〉|
2 = E|〈X,µ〉|2 =: σ2.
The next step is to compute the characteristic functional
〈̂X,µ〉(u) = E exp[iu〈X,µ〉]
= lim
n→∞E exp[iu〈X,µn〉]
= lim
n→∞ exp[−
u2
2
σ2n]
= exp[−u
2
2
σ2],
and it follows that 〈X,µ〉 is normally distributed finishing the proof.
For the sake of completeness and since used in the key paper Kuelbs and
Li (1993), the notion of the third announced entity remains to be introduced.
We name a probability measure γ on (E,B(E)) a Gaussian measure on
the separable Banach space E if the image measures γ ◦ a−1 are normal
distributions for all a ∈ E∗. Clearly, the image measure P◦X−1 of a Gaussian
random variable X : Ω→ E is a Gaussian measure. Bogachev (1998) gives
an extensive overview on Gaussian measures.
3.3 Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
We want to introduce the notion of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of
a Gaussian random variable possessing values in a separable Banach space
a.s. This approach is analogous to the construction of a rkHs of a Gaussian
measure on a separable Banach space employed e.g. in Kuelbs and Li (1993)
or Li and Linde (1999) based on Kuelbs (1976). In our exposition we also
lean onto Dunker (1998) and Trenkmann (2009). For not to get confused
with inner products, we write a(X) instead of 〈X, a〉.
Let a Gaussian random variable X with values in a separable Banach space
E a.s. be given. We define a Hilbert space HX by
HX := {a(X) : a ∈ E∗}
as a subset of L2(Ω,P) in its norm topology the closure is taken.
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Further, let S : HX → E be the operator defined via the Bochner inte-
gral by
Sg :=
∫
Ω
g(ω)X(ω)dP(ω).
Note that S is bounded by Fernique’s Theorem on the integrability of a
Grv, see Theorem 1.2.3 in Fernique (1997), as well as it is one-to-one by
Proposition E.11 in Cohn (1980). The image HX := S(HX) of HX under S
equipped with the inner product
〈Sg, Sh〉HX := 〈g, h〉L2
is a Hilbert space which we call reproducing kernel Hilbert space of
X. Its closed unit ball will be denoted by KX or simply K if there is no
doubt about the underlying Grv. It is always compact in the norm topolgy
of E, see Kuelbs (1976). A useful characterization of HX is formulated in
the next Lemma.
Lemma 10. For a Grv X with values in a separable Banach space E a.s. ,
the rkHs is represented by
HX = {x ∈ E | ∃c > 0∀ a ∈ E∗ : a(x)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP}. (3.8)
Moreover, ‖x‖HX = inf{c > 0| ∀a ∈ E∗ : a(x)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP}.
Proof. Again with the help of Proposition E.11 in Cohn (1980) we see that
a(Sg)2 =
(∫
ga(X)dP
)2
≤
∫
g2dP
∫
a(X)2dP,
which immediately implies
HX ⊆ {x ∈ E | ∃c > 0∀a ∈ E∗ : a(x)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP}
as well as inf{c > 0| ∀a ∈ E∗ : a(x)2 ≤ c2 ∫ a(X)2dP} ≤ ‖g‖L2 = ‖Sg‖HX .
For the inverse relations let x ∈ E so that there is a constant c > 0 in
such a way that for all a ∈ E∗ the inequality
a(x)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP (3.9)
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is valid. Then the functional fx(a(X)) := a(x) is well defined on {a(X) :
a ∈ E∗} which follows immediately from (3.9). It is additionally bounded,
because
‖fx‖ = sup
‖a(X)‖=1
|a(x)| ≤ c
(∫
a(X)2dP
)1/2
≤ c. (3.10)
Hence, fx can be continuously extended to HX . By Riesz Theorem, there
is an element g ∈ HX with ‖g‖L2 = ‖fx‖ so that
a(x) = 〈g, a(X)〉 =
∫
ga(X)dP = a
(∫
gXdP
)
.
It follows x =
∫
gXdP and (3.8) is proven. Since ‖x‖HX = ‖g‖L2 = ‖fx‖,
also the second assertion follows in view of (3.10).
We are now prepared to formulate the next Proposition which is crucial
for our further considerations.
Proposition 11. Let X be a Grv with values in a separable Banach space
E and u : H → E a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H so that∫
a(X)b(X)dP = 〈u∗a, u∗b〉H (3.11)
for all a, b ∈ E∗. Then we have the equalities
u(H) = HX , u(BH) = KX and ‖g‖HX = inf{‖h‖H : u(h) = g}.
Proof. Let g ∈ E so that g = u(h) for some h ∈ H. We can estimate
|a(g)|2 = |〈u∗a, h〉H |2 ≤ ‖h‖2H‖u∗a‖2H = ‖h‖2H
∫
a(X)2dP
which gives u(H) ⊆ HX as well as
‖g‖HX = inf{c > 0| ∀a ∈ E∗ : a(g)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP} ≤ ‖h‖H . (3.12)
For the reverse, let g ∈ E fulfilling a(g)2 ≤ c2 ∫ a(X)2dP for some c > 0
and all a ∈ E∗. We define a functional fg on H0 = {u∗a : a ∈ E∗} by
fg(u
∗a) = a(g), and observe that fg is well defined as for u∗a = u∗b
(a(g)− b(g))2 ≤ c2
∫
((a− b)(X))2dP
= c2(〈u∗a, u∗a〉 − 2〈u∗a, u∗b〉+ 〈u∗b, u∗b〉)
= 0
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by (3.11). Moreover,
|fg(u∗a)|2 = a(g)2 ≤ c2
∫
a(X)2dP = c2‖u∗a‖2H
which shows that fg is bounded, in particular ‖fg‖ = ‖g‖HX .We then extend
fg continuously to H0 and define a functional f˜g on H by
f˜g(h) := fg(PH0h)
where PH0 denotes the orthogonal Projection from H to its closed subspace
H0. Note that ‖fg‖ = ‖f˜g‖. Of course, then there is an hg ∈ H with ‖f˜g‖ =
‖hg‖H in such a way that f˜g(h) = 〈h, hg〉H for all h ∈ H. It follows
a(g) = fg(u
∗a) = 〈u∗a, hg〉H = a(uhg)
for all a ∈ E∗ implying g = uhg which means u(H) = HX . Concerning the
norm, we keep (3.12) in mind to conclude with ‖g‖HX = ‖fg‖ = ‖hg‖H that
‖g‖HX = inf{‖h‖H : uh = g}.
This equation will be of use for the last part of the assertion, namely
u(BH) = KX . In a first step, we define an operator u : H/ker(u) → E
by u(h) := u(h), on the quotient Hilbert space H/ker(u) where h is a repre-
sentant of h. We observe that
∫
a(X)b(X)dP = 〈u∗a, u∗b〉. Hence we have
u(H/ker(u)) = HX . Since for each g ∈ HX there is a unique h in H/ker(u)
with g = u(h), we also have
‖g‖HX = ‖u(h)‖HX = ‖h‖H/ker(u).
As a consequence,
u(BH) = u(BH/ker(u)) = KX ,
which completes the proof.
3.4 Small deviations
Let X be a Grv with values in a separable Banach space E a.s. The proba-
bility of small balls
P [‖X‖ ≤ ε]
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is regarded. We note that P [‖X‖ ≤ ε] > 0 for all ε > 0. Suppose not: Then
there would be an ε0 > 0 with P [‖X‖ ≤ ε0] = 0. Because of separability,
there is a countable set D ⊂ E so that E = ⋃d∈D B(d, ε0). By Ander-
son inequality, see Theorem 2.8.10 in Bogachev (1998), P [‖X − d‖ ≤ ε0] ≤
P [‖X‖ ≤ ε0] . This leads to
1 = P [‖X‖ < +∞] ≤
∑
d∈D
P [‖X − d‖ ≤ ε0] = 0
which is a contradiction.
A classical and well known statement refers to the small balls of Brownian
motion (Bt)t∈[0,1], namely
P
[
sup
t∈[0,1]
|Bt| < ε
]
∼ 4
pi
exp
[
−pi
2
8
ε−2
]
, ε→ 0.
Since it is very difficult to give exact results, we usually restrict ourselves to
finding the asymptotic rates on the log−level, i.e., one tries to evaluate
φ(ε) := − logP [‖X‖ ≤ ε]
for ε > 0 tending to 0. The function φ will be called small deviations
function of X. Although there is a clear dependence on the special choice
of X, this shall only be reflected in notation of φ if there is any danger of
confusion. We refer to the survey articles Li and Shao (2001) and Lifshits
(1999) for historical development, various results and an overview on ap-
plication areas such as empirical processes, convergence rates for functional
laws of iterated logarithm or metric entropy of operators. The last will be
of very interest in this work.
There are only a few general results for finding the rate of the small de-
viation function. Among them is a by now classical result, cf. Talagrand
(1993), here cited in the form of Ledoux (1996).
Theorem 12 (Talagrand’s lower bound). Let (Xt)t∈T be a Gaussian process
and Ψ(ε) be a function fulfilling C1Ψ(ε) ≤ Ψ(ε/2), 0 < ε < diam(T ) and
Ψ(ε/2) ≤ C2Ψ(ε) with C2 > C1 > 1. Then N(T, ε) ≤ Ψ(ε) implies
logP
[
sup
t,s∈T
|Xt −Xs| ≤ ε
]
≥ −CΨ(ε), (3.13)
where C > 0 is a constant only depending on C1 and C2.
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There are useful generalizations of Talagrand’s lower bound in Aurzada
and Lifshits (2008):
Theorem 13. For β > 0, N(T, ε)  | log ε|β implies
− logP
[
sup
t,s∈T
|X(t)−X(s)| ≤ ε
]
 | log ε|β+1.
Theorem 13 is a special case of Theorem 2 loc. cit., while the next one
appears almost literally as Theorem 3.
Theorem 14. Assume that logN(T, ε)  ε−α| log ε|−βwith β > 2 with some
0 < α < 2, β ∈ R or α = 2, β > 2. Then
log
∣∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
t,s∈T
|Xt −Xs| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣∣  ε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α , 0 < α < 2 (3.14)
and
log log
∣∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
t,s∈T
|Xt −Xs| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣∣  ε− 2β−2 , α = 2 (3.15)
Assuming 0 ∈ T and X0 = 0 we have supt∈T |Xt| ≤ supt,s∈T |Xt −Xs|.
Hence, we can replace the supremum of increments by supt∈T |Xt| in (3.13)
under these assumptions, as it will be done in the next section.
Another striking result is indebted to Kuelbs and Li (1993). They discovered
a tight relation between the small ball function of a Grv X with values a
separable Banach space E and the covering numbers of the unit ball K of
its rkhs. This is expressed in the next Theorem.
Theorem 15. Let X be a Grv with values in a separable Banach space
a.s. and λ > 0. Then
logN(λK, 2ε) ≤ λ
2
2
+ φ(ε), (3.16)
logN(λK, ε)− φ(2ε) ≥ log Φ(λ+ αε), (3.17)
whereas Φ(t) := (2pi)−1/2
∫ t
−∞ exp[−x2/2]dx and Φ(αε)
!
= P [‖X‖ ≤ ε].
We will return to Theorem 15 in section 4.1
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3.5 Connections between reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces and
absolutely convex hulls
This section aims at harmonizing the connections of certain operators, Gaus-
sian processes, reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces and absolutely convex hulls
as they are employed in the articles Talagrand (1993), Carl (1997), Li and
Linde (1999), Li and Linde (2000) and Gao (2004) in one or another form
and secondly at giving a precise view of the setting in which our results are
developed.
Thereby, we will describe how to transform the purely analytic problem of
estimating entropy numbers of aco(T ) to a probabilistic problem, while T
is a precompact subset of some Hilbert space H. We may assume the set
T to be compact, since passing to the closure does not change entropy be-
haviour. Furthermore, we assume that 0 ∈ T for technical reasons affecting
the supremum of increments in the formulation of Talagrand’s lower bound.
This does not restrict generality.
We always equip T with the distance induced by the inner product of the
underlying Hilbert space H.
Let l1(T ) denote the Banach space of all real valued summable functions
over T with the the norm ‖x‖1 :=
∑
t∈T |x(t)| and define an operator v by
v : l1(T )→ H, v(et) := t, (3.18)
where (et)t∈T denotes the standard canonical base of l1(T ). As we know
from Roy (1987), the closed unit ball Bl1(T ) is the closed absolutely convex
hull of the functions (et)t∈T . This explains the relation
en(v) = en(aco(T )).
Since 〈vx, h〉 = 〈x, v∗(h)〉l1,l∞ for all x ∈ l1(T ), we have v∗(h)(t) = 〈t, h〉.
Therefrom we can see that the dual operator v∗ : H → l∞(T ) in fact is a
mapping into C(T ), the space of all real valued continuous functions over
T .
Let (fk)k∈N be a complete orthonormal system in H and (ξk)k∈N a sequence
of i.i.d. standard normal random variables on some complete probability
space (Ω,F ,P). We introduce a Gaussian process
Xt =
∑
k∈N
(v∗fk)(t)ξk =
∑
k∈N
〈t, fk〉ξk, t ∈ T. (3.19)
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The sum in (3.19) converges a.s. for each t ∈ T . To achieve a.s. convergence
uniformly in t, it is sufficient to assume Dudley’s integral to be finite, i.e.,∫ ∞
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε < +∞, (3.20)
as we will recognize in the following. For this purpose, we state a powerful
tool in the formulation of Kwapien´ and Woyczyn´ski(1992).
Theorem 16 (Itoˆ-Nisio). Let η1, η2, ... be a sequence of independent random
variables with values in a separable Banach space E. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i).
∑
k∈N ηk converges a.s..
(ii).
∑
k∈N ηk converges in probability.
If additionally the random variables η1, η2, ... are symmetric, then conditions
(i) and (ii) are eqivalent to condition (iii).
(iii) There is a random variable θ with values in E and a separating fam-
ily D ⊆ E∗ such that, for each a ∈ D the series ∑k∈N〈ηk, a〉E,E∗
converges to 〈θ, a〉E,E∗a.s.
Lemma 17. Let u : H → C(T ) be a bounded linear operator. Then the
series ∑
k∈N
(ufk)(t)ξk
converges for each t ∈ T a.s., i.e., the set of convergence may depend on t.
Proof. By Parseval’s identity we have∑
k∈N
|(ufk)(t)|2 =
∑
k∈N
|〈u∗δt, fk〉|2 = ‖u∗δt‖2 < +∞.
So, for each ε > 0 and all m > n > n0 we have
E|
m∑
k=1
(ufk)(t)ξk −
n∑
k=1
(ufk)(t)ξk|2 =
m∑
k=n+1
|(ufk)(t)|2 < ε.
Therefore, the sequence of partial sums is Cauchy and hence converges in
L2. By Tschebyschev’s inequality we have convergence in probability and
applying the Itoˆ-Nisio-Theorem gives a.s. convergence.
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As announced, we can even go further than Lemma 17.
Lemma 18. Let u : H → C(T ) be a bounded linear operator. If Dudley’s
integral converges, i.e.
∫∞
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε <∞, the series∑
k∈N
(ufk)(·)ξk
converges in C(T ) a.s.
Proof. The finiteness of Dudley’s integral implies that there is a continuous
modification Y := (Yt)t∈T of the process Xt :=
∑
k∈N(ufk)(t)ξk, t ∈ T , i.e.
almost all paths of Y are continuous and P [Xt = Yt] = 1 for all t ∈ T , see
Theorem 11.17 in Ledoux and Talagrand (1991).
According to Proposition 9, the process Y may be interpreted as a Gaussian
random variable with values in C(T ). The relation∑
k∈N
〈u(fk), δt〉C(T ),M(T ) = Xt = Yt = 〈Y, δt〉C(T ),M(T ) a.s.
is valid, whereas the family of point measures {δt|t ∈ T} ⊆ M(T ) is sepa-
rating for C(T ). Applying Itoˆ-Nisio-Theorem yields the result.
We therefore know that X = (Xt)t∈T defined in (3.19) under (3.20) is a
Gaussian process with paths in C(T ) a.s. By Proposition 9 we know that
X is a Gaussian random variable with values in C(T ) a.s. The equation
en(v
∗) = en(K), where K denotes the unit ball of rkhs of X as usual, is
valid by Proposition 11, while it is easy to compute∫
Ω
a(X)b(X)dP = 〈v∗∗a, v∗∗b〉.
Since we also know that en(aco(T )) = en(v) it is sufficient to state a connec-
tion between en(v) and en(v
∗) in order to connect en(K) and en(aco(T )),
using a deep result of Artstein, Milman, and Szarek (2004):
Theorem 19. Let v : E → F be a linear operator between Banach spaces
E and F , whereas at least one of the spaces is a Hilbert space. Then there
are constants a, b ≥ 1 independent of v, E, F such that
ebn(v
∗) ≤ aen(v), n ∈ N. (3.21)
Corollary 20. In the setting of the preceding theorem, we have
ebn(v) ≤ 2aen(v∗).
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Proof. It seems appropriate to pass to the bidual operator v∗∗ : E∗∗ → F ∗∗.
Note that there is a canonical factorization in the following way:
E
v
//
JE

F
JF

E∗∗
v∗∗
// F ∗∗
where the usual embeddings JE , JF are metric injections. This yields
en(v) ≤ 2en(JF v) = 2en(v∗∗JE) ≤ 2en(v∗∗). (3.22)
Now, (3.21) and (3.22) imply
1
2
ebn(v) ≤ ebn(v∗∗) ≤ aen(v∗)
and we are done.
We concentrate the preceding considerations in the next proposition,
which is essential for this work.
Proposition 21. Let T be a compact subset of some Hilbert space fulfilling
condition (3.20). Then there are constants a, b ≥ 1 and a Gaussian random
variable X, see (3.19), with values in C(T ) in such a way that
eb2n(aco(T )) ≤ aebn(K) ≤ a2en(aco(T )) and
logN(aco(T ), ε) ≤ 3b logN(K, ε
2a
) ≤ 9b2 logN(aco(T ), ε
4a2
) (3.23)
for small ε, where K denotes the unit ball of the rkhs of X.
Proof. On the one hand, we know that en(v) = en(aco(T )). On the other
hand we have en(v
∗ : H → C(T )) = en(K). Theorem 19 and Corollary 20
relate en(v) and en(v
∗ : H → l∞(T )). Moreover, the inequality
en(v
∗ : H → l∞(T )) ≤ en(v∗ : H → C(T )) ≤ 2en(v∗ : H → l∞(T ))
is valid. Hence, there are constants a, b ≥ 1 so that
ebn(K) ≤ aen(aco(T )) (3.24)
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as well as
ebn(aco(T )) ≤ aen(K). (3.25)
It remains to derive (3.23), where we lean onto the inequality (3.24). Let
0 < ε < e1(aco(T )). This is sufficient for
ε
a < e1(aco(T )) which yields
N( εa , aco(T )) > 1 or equivalently log2N(aco(T ),
ε
a) ≥ 1. As a consequence,
there must exist some n ≥ 2 with
n− 1 ≤ log2N(aco(T ),
ε
a
) ≤ n (3.26)
In addition, (3.24) may be written for n+ 1 instead of n as
inf{δ > 0 : log2N(K, δ) ≤ (n+ 1)b− 1} ≤ inf{δ > 0 : log2N(aco(T ),
δ
a
) ≤ n}
which implies that there is an ε0 ≤ 2ε so that log2N(K, ε0) ≤ (n+ 1)b− 1.
From this and (3.26) it follows that ( we use (n + 1)b − 1 ≤ 3b(n − 1)) for
all n ≥ 2)
1
3b
log2N(K, 2ε) ≤
1
3b
log2N(K, ε0) ≤ n− 1 ≤ log2N(aco(T ),
ε
a
),
hence
logN(K, 2ε) ≤ 3b logN(aco(T ), ε
a
).
Analogously, one proves
logN(aco(T ), 2ε) ≤ 3b logN(K, ε
a
),
based on (3.25).
In addition, we show an approach, that will turn out to be usefull in the
setting of Proposition 11, in particular in Section 5.1 and is in some sense
an extension of Proposition 21.
Proposition 22. Let (Xt)t∈T be a Gaussian process with paths in C(T ) a.s.
and u : H → C(T ) be an operator defined on some Hilbert space H in such
a way that
EXtXs = 〈u∗δt, u∗δs〉H . (3.27)
Then there are constants a, b ≥ 1 so that
eb2n(K) ≤ 2aebn(aco({u∗δt : t ∈ T})) ≤ 2a2en(K) and
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logN(K, ε) ≤ 3b logN(aco({u∗δt : t ∈ T}), ε
2a
)
≤ 9b2 logN(K, ε
8a2
),
respectively, where K denotes the unit ball of the rkhs of X.
Proof. By (3.7), we have u∗(BM(T )) ⊇ aco({u∗δt : t ∈ T}) and hence
en(u
∗) ≥ en(aco({u∗δt : t ∈ T})). For an inverse inequality look at
u∗(BM(T )) = u∗
(
aco{δt : t ∈ T}wk∗
)
⊆ u∗(aco{δt : t ∈ T})wk
= u∗(aco{δt : t ∈ T})‖·‖,
where we used continuity of the operator u∗ : (M(T ), wk∗) → (H,weak),
which can be seen from Bourbaki (1987), IV, § 1.3, Corollary from Propo-
sition 6. We further used the fact that weak closure of a convex set and
its closure in the norm topology coincide in each locally convex space, see
Rudin (1973), Theorem 3.12. Consequently, we have
en(u
∗) = en(aco({u∗δt : t ∈ T})).
Equation (3.27) implies∫
a(X)b(X)dP = 〈u∗a, u∗b〉H (3.28)
for all a, b ∈ E∗ which can be seen with the reasoning analogue to the proof
of Proposition 9. Hence, Proposition 11 applies yielding en(u) = en(K).
4. ENTROPY OF CONVEX HULLS
This chapter is devoted to finding general upper bounds for the covering
numbers
N(aco(T ), ε)
of absolutely convex hulls of subsets T in Hilbert space given upper bounds
for the covering numbers N(T, ε). In section 4.1 we show a completely
probabilistic approach to the problem. After some preparations concerning
Kuelbs-Li inequalities we prove Theorem 2, parts (i)–(iv) via small deviation
estimates, which is possible because of converging Dudley integral. Cf. also
Gao (2004), who employs Kuelbs-Li and Kathri-S˘ida´k inequality under a
more restrictive condition than converging Dudley integral and does only
get the correct bounds in cases (ii) and (iii). We point out that even in
cases with not necessarily finite Dudley integral, probabilistic methods do
not reach the end of the line: The proof of the remaining cases is due to
Lifshits (2009) who noticed that estimates (v) to (vii) follow from Remark
5.3 in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) and gave a proof of the latter cited
below. Although in these cases Dudley integral of the original set diverges,
he observed that the Dudley integral of the corresponding ε−net is finite,
employing Sudakov minoration leads to an upper bound for the entropy of
convex hull.
In section 4.2, we give a direct proof of Theorem 2, part (v) as a supplement.
These concepts will be accompanied by an access originating in the theory
of majorizing measures handling parts (iv) to (vii) of Theorem 2.
4.1 A probabilistic approach
We want to employ probabilistic techniques for Theorem 2 as described in
the introduction. For this, we work out one of the Kuelbs-Li inequalities in
a convenient form.
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4.1.1 Kuelbs-Li inequality for different cases
First of all, let us state a useful consequence of inequality (3.16). For this,
we assume φ(ε)  f(ε) for some function f : (0,∞) → (0,∞). Setting
λ := 2
√
f(ε) in (3.16) implies logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε)) ≤ 2f(ε)+cf(ε) and hence
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))  f(ε), (4.1)
see Li and Linde (1999). Next we apply (4.1) for two estimates, where the
small ball function φ has super regular behaviour.
Proposition 23. Assume for 0 < α < 2 and β ∈ R that
log φ(ε)  ε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α , (4.2)
then
logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|1− 2α (log | log ε|)−2 βα .
Proof. From (4.2) we know that there must be a constant c > 0 so that
φ(ε) ≤ exp[cε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α ] =: f(ε).
Regardless of ρ, σ, c > 0 for all 0 < ε < ε(ρ, σ, c) we have
ε−ρ ≤ exp[cε−σ].
This yields
lim sup
ε↓0
ε2| log ε−2f(ε)| 2α−1(log | log ε−2f(ε)|) 2βα
≤ cε2(ε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α ) 2α−1| log(ε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α )|2 βα
< +∞
and further
lim sup
ε↓0
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))
f(ε)
ε2| log ε−2f(ε)| 2α−1(log | log ε−2f(ε)|) 2βα < +∞.
We set δ := ε/
√
f(ε) and gain
logN(K, δ)  δ−2| log δ|1− 2α (log | log δ|)− 2βα .
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Proposition 24. If β > 2 and log log φ(ε)  ε− 2β−2 , then
logN(K, ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β .
Proof. By assumption, we know that there must be a constant c > 0 so
that φ(ε) ≤ exp[exp[cε− 2β−2 ]]. In particular, in the following we consider
f(ε) := exp[exp[cε
− 2
β−2 ]]. As an intermediate step, we want to verify that
lim sup
ε↓0
ε2
(
log log ε−2f(ε)
)β−2
< +∞.
For this purpose note that regardless of ρ, σ, c > 0 for all 0 < ε < ε(ρ, σ, c)
we have
ε−ρ ≤ exp[exp[cε−σ]].
This yields
lim sup
ε↓0
ε2
(
log log ε−2f(ε)
)β−2 ≤ lim sup
ε↓0
ε2
(
log log exp[2 exp[cε
− 2
β−2 ]]
)β−2
≤ lim sup
ε↓0
ε2
(
log 2 + cε
− 2
β−2
)β−2
< +∞,
which leads to
lim sup
ε↓0
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))
f(ε)
ε2
(
log log ε−2f(ε)
)β−2
≤ lim sup
ε↓0
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))
f(ε)
lim sup
ε↓0
ε2
(
log log ε−2f(ε)
)β−2
≤ +∞,
so we have
logN(K, ε/
√
f(ε))  f(ε)ε−2 (log log ε−2f(ε))2−β .
If we set δ := ε/
√
f(ε) we get
logN(K, δ)  δ−2(log log δ−2)2−β ≈ δ−2(log log δ−1)2−β
as desired.
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4.1.2 Proof of Theorem 2 parts (i) – (iv)
The compact set T defines a Gaussian process X via (3.19). The proof
is split. So, first we cover estimates (i) − (iv), in the next sections we
pay attention to estimates (v) − (vii). This division is intrinsic for the
probabilistic approach: In cases (i) − (iv) Dudley integral converges and
hence X has continuous sample paths a.s. This, in particular, implies that
the small ball function φ(ε) is finite for all ε > 0, which need not be true if
condition (3.20) is not fulfilled.
Proof of (i)– (iv). The proofs of (i) − (iv) share the same argument: We
start with an upper bound for N(T, ε), apply the Talagrand lower bound to
find an upper bound for φ(ε) and use Kuelbs-Li inequality (3.16) to find an
upper bound for logN(K, ε). We can apply Proposition 21. Hence, an upper
bound of logN(K, ε) is also an upper bound for logN(aco(T ), ε), where K
denotes the unit ball of the rkHs of X.
Let us begin with (i). By Theorem 13, the condition N(T, ε)  | log ε|β
implies
φ(ε)  | log ε|β+1.
Further, this and Corollary 2.2. in Aurzada et al. (2009) imply
logN(K, ε)  | log ε|β+1.
We go on with (ii). Here, we apply Theorem 12. The relation N(T, ε) 
ε−α| log ε|−β leads to
φ(ε)  ε−α| log ε|−β .
We use this relation combined with Theorem 1 from Li and Linde (1999) to
achieve
logN(K, ε)  ε− 2α2+α | log ε|− 2β2+α .
In order to verify (iii), we apply Theorem 14 and obtain from logN(T, ε) 
ε−α| log ε|−β that
log φ(ε)  ε− 2α2−α | log ε|− 2β2−α . (4.3)
Now Proposition 23 implies with (4.3) that
logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|1− 2α (log | log ε|)−2 βα .
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To check (iv) we again apply Theorem 14, which tells us that logN(T, ε) 
ε−2| log ε|−β implies
log log φ(ε)  ε− 2β−2 .
By Proposition 24 this yields the relation
logN(K, ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β .
4.1.3 Proof of Theorem 2 parts (v) – (vii)
As it will be realized below, assertions (v)–(vii) may be derived by calculus
from the following proposition, whose result is already contained in Carl,
Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) in Remark 5.3. The following probabilistic proof
of it is due to Lifshits (2009).
Proposition 25. For any compact set T in Hilbert space we have
logN(aco(T ), 2ε) 
(
1
ε
∫ ∞
ε/2
√
logN(T, u)du
)2
.
Proof. Let S be a minimal ε−net of T . Then we have
logN(S, u) ≤ min{logN(T, u), log |S|} ≤ min{logN(T, u), logN(T, ε)}.
Denote by (Xs)s∈S the Gaussian process, which is associated to S and de-
fined by (3.19). Analogously, let (Xacos )s∈aco(S) be the Gaussian process
associated to the absolutely convex hull of S. By Dudley’s Theorem, see
Theorem 11.17 in Ledoux and Talagrand (1991), we have
E sup
s∈S
|Xs| ≤ 48
∫ ∞
0
√
logN(S, u)du
≤ 48
(
ε
√
logN(T, ε) +
∫ ∞
ε
√
logN(T, u)du
)
. (4.4)
We observe that
sup
s∈S
|Xs| = sup
s∈aco(S)
|Xacos |. (4.5)
In the next step we apply Sudakov minoration, see Theorem 3.18 in Ledoux
and Talagrand (1991), which yields for any ε > 0
E sup
s∈aco(S)
|Xacos | ≥ c ε
√
logN(aco(S), ε), (4.6)
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whereas c > 0 is independent of ε. Combining (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) leads to
logN(aco(S), ε) ≤ c
(√
logN(T, ε) +
1
ε
∫ ∞
ε
√
logN(T, u)du
)2
.
Note that √
logN(T, ε) ≤ 2
ε
∫ ε
ε/2
√
logN(T, u)du
and hence
logN(aco(S), ε) ≤ c
(
1
ε
∫ ∞
ε/2
√
logN(T, u)du
)2
.
Moreover, we observe that aco(T ) belongs to the ε−neighbourhood of aco(S):
For each ti ∈ T there is an si ∈ S so that ‖ti − si‖ ≤ ε which implies for
real numbers λ1, ..., λn with
∑n
i=1 |λi| = 1
‖
n∑
i=1
λiti −
n∑
i=1
λisi‖ ≤
n∑
i=1
|λi|‖ti − si‖ ≤ ε.
Finally, it follows by triangle inequality that
logN(aco(T ), 2ε) ≤ logN(aco(S), ε)
and we get the result.
Proof of Theorem 2, parts (v)– (vii). We assume w.l.o.g. ε < diam(T ) < 1.
For proving (v), we apply Proposition 25 which yields
logN(aco(T ), 2ε) ≤ c1
(
1
ε
∫ diam(T )
ε/2
u−1(− log u)−1du
)2
= c1ε
−2
(
− log(− log u)|diam(T )ε/2
)2
(4.7)
≤ c2ε−2 (log | log ε|)2
as it is the assertion.
To show parts (vi) and (vii) we proceed similarly. The only difference is to
adjust the integral estimate in (4.7) to∫ diam(T )
ε/2
u−1(− log u)−β/2du = 1
1− β/2
(
| log ε|1−β/2 − | log diam(T )|1−β/2
)
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and ∫ diam(T )
ε/2
u−α/2du =
1
α/2− 1
(
(ε/2)1−α/2 − (diam(T ))1−α/2
)
,
respectively.
4.2 A direct proof of Theorem 2 part (v)
As a supplement, we add a direct proof of (v). We go along the lines of
proof of Proposition 2.1, Creutzig and Steinwart (2002), simplify them for
Hilbert space setting and adjust them to the case of β = 2, where originally,
the ideas have been applied to the case of β < 2.
Alternative proof of (v). Since we are only interested in asymptotics for ε→
0, we restrict ourselves to the case ε < 1/2. Let c0 > 0 denote a constant so
that
logN(T, ε) ≤ c0ε−2| log ε|−2.
For short we write f(ε) = ε−2| log ε|−2. Let ε0 = γ2−n for fixed γ ∈ (1/2, 1]
and n ≥ 1.
The definition of logN(T, ε) yields that there must exist γ2−k-nets Nk
with cardinality |Nk| ≤ exp[c0f(γ2−k)], k = 1, ..., n.
We define sets D1 := N1 and
Dk := {z ∈ Nk −Nk−1 : ‖z‖ ≤ γ2−k+1}, k = 2, . . . , n.
Note that we have |Dk| ≤ |Nk||Nk−1| ≤ exp[2c0f(γ2−k)]. For D′k := Dk −
Dk ∪ {0} it holds that
|D′k| ≤ 3|Dk| ≤ 3 exp[2c0f(γ2−k)].
There is a constant c1 > 0 such that log 3 + 2c0f(γ2
−k) ≤ c1f(γ2−k), hence
|D′k| ≤ exp[c1f(γ2−k)], k = 1, . . . , n.
In a next step, we define Ck := co(D
′
k) = aco(Dk) and En :=
∑n
k=1Ck.
For k ≥ 2 and tk ∈ Nk there is a tk−1 ∈ Nk−1 so that tk − tk−1 ∈ Dk.
We apply this fact beginning with tn ∈ Nn. For these t1, · · · , tn we have
tn = tn− tn−1+ tn+1− . . .+ t2− t1+ t1 ∈
∑n
k=1Dk. So we can conclude that
Nn ⊆ En. That means, En is an ε0−net for T and – since it is absolutely
convex – an ε0–net for aco(T ). By triangle inequality, we get
logN(aco(T ), 2ε0) ≤ logN(En, ε0). (4.8)
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In the following, we will prove that
M = {
n∑
k=1
1
mk
mk∑
i=1
dk,i : dk,i ∈ D′k} =
n∑
k=1
1
mk
mk∑
i=1
D
′
k
is an ε0–net for En using an argument due to Maurey, cf. Pisier (1981).
Denote the elements of D
′
k \ {0} by xk1, ..., xkdk . Fix a z ∈ En and write
z =
∑n
k=1 zk with zk ∈ Ck. Then each zk can be represented by
zk =
dk∑
i=1
ak,ix
k
i , where ak,i ≥ 0 and
dk∑
i=1
ak,i ≤ 1.
Let us define Zk to be a random vector with values in D
′
k by
P(Zk = x
k
i ) = ak,i for i = 1, ..., dk, and P(Zk = 0) = 1−
dk∑
i=1
ak,i.
We obtain EZk = zk. Moreover, take independent random vectors Z1,1, ...,
Z1,m1 , ..., Zn,1, ..., Zn,mn where Zk,i is distributed like Zk for k = 1, ..., n;
i = 1, ...,mk. With Yk,i :=
1
mk
Zk,i and an inequality of Maurey and Pisier,
see equation (3) in Creutzig and Steinwart (2002), with a constant c2 > 1
we get
E
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
zk −
n∑
k=1
1
mk
mk∑
i=1
Zk,i
∥∥∥∥∥ = E
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
mk∑
i=1
(EYk,i − Yk,i)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ c2
(
n∑
k=1
mk∑
i=1
E‖Yk,i‖2
)1/2
≤ c2
(
n∑
k=1
1
mk
2−2(k−1)
)1/2
.
(4.9)
Let us specify the integers mk. Since ε0 ≤ 2−n we observe
k log(n+ 1)
ε202
2(k−1) ≥ 1, k = 1, ..., n.
Therefore, for each k = 1, . . . , n there is an integer mk fulfilling
c22
3k log(n+ 1)
ε202
2(k−1) ≤ mk ≤ 2c22
3k log(n+ 1)
ε202
2(k−1) .
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We can continue at (4.9) and state
E
∥∥∥∥∥z −
n∑
k=1
1
mk
mk∑
i=1
Zk,i
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε0 1√3 log−1/2(n+ 1)
(
n∑
k=1
k−1
)1/2
≤ ε0,
since we have
∑n
k=1 k
−1 ≤ 3 log(n+ 1) for n ≥ 1.
Now
∑n
k=1
1
mk
∑mk
i=1 Zk,i takes only values in the set M , i.e. there must be
an x ∈ M with ‖z − x‖ ≤ ε0. So M is an ε0−net for En. It remains to
calculate
log |M | ≤ log(
n∏
k=1
|D′k|mk) ≤ c3
n∑
k=1
mkf(γ2
−k)
≤ c4ε−20 log(n+ 1)
n∑
k=1
k−1
≤ c5ε−20 log2(n+ 1)
≤ c6ε−20 log2 | log ε0|.
In connection with (4.8), this yields the assertion.
4.3 Estimates via majorizing measures in the critical case
In this section, we tend to find upper bounds for the entropy of convex hulls
with the help of tools arising from the theory of majorizing measures. We
mainly refer to the works Li and Linde (2000), Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001)
and Bu¨hler (1999).
Initially, that approach seems promising, particularly since we have knowl-
edge of the tight connection between absolutely convex hulls in Hilbert space
and Gaussian processes, while majorizing measures are sensitive enough
to give both a necessary and a sufficient condition for boundednes of a
Gaussian process. Moreover, that method could be succesfully applied to
finding the correct order of convex hull entropy of the sequence (σnfn)
of an orthonormal system (fn)n∈N in a Hilbert space weighted by σn =
(log n)−1/2(log log n)−b, b > 0, as done in Li and Linde (2000), cf. sec-
tion 5.1 for an application facility.
After proving general upper bounds in the critical case, however, we will
make some observations reflecting problems in estimating the correct en-
tropy of convex hulls by that approach as well as try to figure out what is
behind it.
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4.3.1 Basic constructions and properties
Let us introduce those quantities arising from the theory of majorizing mea-
sures which will be of use in the following subsection in the same way as
done in Li and Linde (2000), section 3.
A precompact subset T of some Hilbert space shall be given. Let q ≥ 16
be a fixed integer and i ∈ Z be the largest integer fulfilling 1 = N(T, q−i),
which depends on T , at the most.
Let J ⊆ {i, i + 1, i + 2, · · · } ⊂ Z be a finite or infinite interval. We de-
note by {Aj}j∈J a sequence of finite measurable (w.r.t. B(T )) partitions of
T possessing the following three properties:
(i). Ai = {T} whenever i ∈ J ,
(ii). Aj+1 is a refinement of Aj for all j ∈ J and
(iii). each A ∈ Aj fulfills diam(A) ≤ 2q−j .
We name a sequence w = (wj)j∈J of weight functions wj : Aj → [0, 1]
adapted if
(i). wi ≡ 1, whenever i ∈ J and
(ii).
∑
A∈Aj wj(A) ≤ 1 for all j ∈ J.
Let J = {i, i+ 1, · · · } and set
ΘA,w(T ) := sup
t∈T
∞∑
j=i+1
q−j
√
| logwj(Aj(t))|. (4.10)
where Aj(t) denotes the unique set in Aj containing t.
Moreover, we define
Θ(T ) := inf{ΘA,w(T ) : A = (Aj)j≥i, w = (wj)j∈J}, (4.11)
where the infimum is taken over all sequences of finite partitions A and
adapted sequences of weights w w.r.t. T . For a set T ⊆ H not being
precompact, we set Θ(T ) =∞.
This quantity is intensely interwoven with the question of boundedness or
unboundedness of the Gaussian Process (3.19) via the following Theorem,
see e.g. Talagrand (1996).
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Theorem 26 (Talagrand). There are universal constants c1, c2 > 0 so that
for any T ⊆ H,
c1Θ(T ) ≤ E sup
t∈T
|Xt| ≤ c2Θ(T ). (4.12)
The inequalities in (4.12) express that Θ(T ) is finite if and only if the
corresponding Gaussian process is bounded.
For the sake of estimating the entropy of convex hulls, the construction of
Θ(T ) is to be modified in two different ways. The first will turn out to be
suitable especially for sets T with Θ(T ) = ∞, whereas the second is useful
if Θ(T ) <∞.
For the first, we regard finite intervals J = {i, i + 1, · · · , N} with N > i,
so in the following, the sequences of partitions A and weights w are finite.
According to (4.10) and (4.11), respectively, we set
ΘNA,w(T ) := sup
t∈T
N∑
j=i+1
q−j
√
| logwj(Aj(t))|
and
ΘN (T ) := inf{ΘNA,w(T ) : A = (Aj)Nj=i, w = (wj)Nj=i}.
For the second, let J = {M + 1,M + 2, · · · }, hence we handle sequences
A = (Aj)j>M as well as w = (wj)j>M and set
∆MA,w(T ) := sup
t∈T
∞∑
j=m+1
q−j
√
| logwj(Aj(t))|
and
∆M (T ) := inf{∆MA,w(T ) : A = (Aj)j>M , w = (wj)j>M}.
To recognize the tight connection of the above constructions to classical
majorizing measures the reader be advised to consult Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde
(2001) or Talagrand (1996).
The following two propositions are cited from Li and Linde (2000), being
corollaries themselves from Proposition 2.1.3 in Bu¨hler (1999).
Proposition 27. For any T ⊆ H and N > i we have
c1 sup
i≤j≤N−1
q−j
√
logN(T, q−j) ≤ ΘN (T ) ≤ c2
∫ ∞
q−N−1
√
logN(T, ε)dε.
(4.13)
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Proposition 28. For any T ⊂ H and M > i we have
c1 sup
j>M
q−j
√
logN(T, q−j) ≤ ∆M (T ) ≤ c2
∫ q−M
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε. (4.14)
4.3.2 Proof of Theorem 2, parts (iv)- (vii)
With the help of the findings introduced above, we can provide upper bounds
for the entropy of convex hulls in the critical case.
Proof of Theorem 2, parts (iv) – (vi). We start with proving (vi) and con-
sult Theorem 4.1 of Li and Linde (2000), which yields for all k ∈ N the
relation
√
kek(aco(T )) ≤ c0 inf
N>i
{ΘN (T ) + q−N
√
k}. (4.15)
According to Proposition 28 we have
ΘN (T ) ≤ c1
∫ ∞
q−N−1
√
logN(T, ε)dε ≤ c2| log q−N−1|1−β/2.
For all k ≥ qmax{0,i} there is an N ∈ N so that qN ≤ k ≤ qN+1 and
ΘN (T ) ≤ c3(log k)1−β/2,
which yields
ek(aco(T )) ≤ c4k−1/2(log k)1−β/2
since 1− β/2 > 0, leading to logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−β .
The only difference in proving (v) is to adjust (4.3.2) to the other integral
estimate ∫ ∞
q−N−1
√
logN(T, ε)dε ≤ c log | log q−N−1|.
To confirm (iv), we employ Proposition 28 telling that
∆M (T ) ≤ c5
∫ q−M
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε.
Let M(k) denote the maximal M > i for which q−M ≥ εk(T ). Then we
have
∆M(k) ≤ c6∆M(k)+1 ≤ c7
∫ q−M(k)−1
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε ≤ c8
∫ εk(T )
0
√
logN(T, ε)dε,
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where Proposition 1.3.2 from Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001) is used for the
first inequality, and that leads to
∆M(k) ≤ c9(log log k)1−β/2.
This together with Theorem 4.3 from Li and Linde (2000) implies
ek(aco(T )) ≤ c10k−1/2(log log k)1−β/2,
and hence logN(aco(T ), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β which finishes the proof.
Let us furthermore treat the super-critical case.
Proof of Theorem 2, part (vii). We contact Theorem 4.1 in Li and Linde
(2000). Let k ≥ qαmax{i,0} be given. There is an N ∈ N in such a way that
q−N−1 ≤ k−1/α ≤ q−N .
By Proposition 27 we can calculate that
ΘN (T ) ≤
∫ ∞
q−N
√
logN(T, ε)dε ≤ c(q−N )1−α/2 ≤ c(k−1/α)1−α/2 ≤ ck−1/α+1/2,
which implies together with (4.15) that
ek(aco(T ))  k−1/α
corresponding to the assertion.
4.3.3 Observations on majorizing measures concerning the size of convex
hulls
We want to collect some information about two special sets in some Hilbert
space in terms of ∆M (·) and compare them with what we know about their
size of convex hulls in terms of metric entropy.
We again mainly use the Thesis of Bu¨hler (1999) and the articles Bu¨hler,
Li, and Linde (2001) as well as Li and Linde (2000). Let T be a subset of
Hilbert space as usual. The quantity ∆M (T ) corresponds to Θ∞M (T ) in the
notation of Bu¨hler (1999).
Let us introduce two sets R and S from l2. We will see that ∆
M (R) achieves
the upper bound in (4.14), while ∆M (S) achieves the lower bound, in each
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case up to constants independent of M .
Let (fk)k∈N be an orthonormal base of l2. For b > 0 we define S by
S := {(log k + 1)−1/2(log log k + 2)−bfk : k ∈ N}
and for b > 1
R :=
∑
k∈N
{+k−1(log k + 1)−bfk,−k−1(log k + 1)−bfk}.
Proposition 29. For the above defined sets S,R we have
c1 sup
M<l
q−l
√
logN(S, q−l) ≤ ∆M (S) ≤ c2 sup
M<l
q−l
√
logN(S, q−l) (4.16)
as well as
c1
∫ q−M
0
√
logN(R, ε)dε ≤ ∆M (R) ≤ c2
∫ q−M
0
√
logN(R, ε)dε. (4.17)
Proof. We start with proving (4.16) and use the Remark on page 17 of
Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001) changing roles of M and N :
ΘNM (S) ≤ c0 sup
M≤l≤N+1
q−l
√
logN(S, q−l)
which yields that
c3∆
M (S) = c3Θ
∞
M (S) ≤ c4 sup{ΘNM (S) : N <∞} ≤ c5 sup
l≥M
q−l
√
logN(S, q−l).
in connection with Theorem 2.4.3 of Bu¨hler (1999). Applying Proposition
1.3.2 of Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001) for the second inequality we find that
sup
j>M
q−j
√
logN(S, q−j) ≤ ∆M (S) ≤ ∆M−1(S) ≤ c6 sup
l>M
q−l
√
logN(S, q−l).
We turn to (4.17). It suffices to find a lower bound. We only use assertions
from Bu¨hler (1999) for the rest of the proof. The result of section 2.2.4 loc.
cit. is
ΓN2N1(R) ≥
1
2
∫ 4q−N1
4q−N2
√
logN(R, ε)dε.
By Theorem 2.4.2 we have (MΘN2N1 is fixed notation of Bu¨hler (1999), this
M not has anything to do with the M in Proposition 29)
c7MΘ
N2
N1
(R) ≥ ΓN1N2(R).
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By Proposition 2.1.2 we have
c8Θ
N2
N1
(R) ≥MΘN2N1(R).
Theorem 2.4.3 implies
Θ∞N1(R) ≥ sup{ΘN2N1(R) : N2 <∞}.
All in all, these assertions imply
∆N1(R) ≥ c9 sup{
∫ 4q−N1
4q−N2
√
logN(R, ε)dε : N2 <∞}
≥ c9
∫ q−N1
0
√
logN(R, ε)dε.
The quantity ∆M (T ) is used in Li and Linde (2000) to compute upper
bounds for Gelfand widths and entropy numbers of convex hulls, e.g. if
M(k) := sup{M > i : N(T, q−M ) ≤ k} by the inequalities
√
mcm+k(T ) ≤ ∆M(k)(T )
and if βk is decreasing with
∆M(k)(T ) ≤ βk
by the inequality √
kek(aco(T )) ≤ cβk,
see Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 loc.cit. One can compute that for b > 1
logN(S, ε) ≈ logN(R, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b,
while
logN(aco(S), ε) ≈ ε−2(log | log ε|)−2b
due to Li and Linde (2000), Theorem 5, and
logN(aco(R), ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b
as shown in proof of Proposition 40. We observe that the set S with ∆M (S)
reaching lower bound of (4.14) has significantly greater entropy of convex
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hull than the set R, for which ∆M (R) reaches upper bound in (4.14) im-
plying the greatest upper bound possible en(aco(R))  n− 12 (log log n)1−b in
view of Theorem 2. At a first glance, this seems surprising since one tended
to interprete the entity ∆M (T ) to be a size measure for aco(T ).
Let (Xt)t∈T be a Gaussian process. We write for short
ωT (t, ε) := E sup
s∈T
‖t−s‖≤ε
|Xt −Xs|
while in the following considerations ωT (t, ε) is regarded for the underlying
process defined in (3.19).
Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001) tried to gain a description of ∆M (T ) in known
terms, so to speak clarifying the nature of this entity. From Theorem 1.7.2
in Bu¨hler, Li, and Linde (2001) we know that for N > i
c1∆
M (T ) ≤ sup
t∈T
ωT (t, q
−M ) + q−M
√
logN(T, q−M ) ≤ c2∆M (T ), (4.18)
hence, as stated in the subsequent Remark loc. cit., ∆M (T ) is a combina-
tion of both the ”local quantity” supt∈T ωT (t, q−M ) and ”global quantity”
q−M
√
logN(T, q−M ) which should be necessary to appear in general. In the
next lemma, however, we recognize that ∆M (T ) is asymptotically eqivalent
only to the local quantity supt∈T ωT (t, q−M ). This one is hardly to be recog-
nized as reflecting the geometry of the original set, which is what one could
expect as helpful or even necessary in order to estimate the actual size of
convex hulls.
Lemma 30. If we have logN(T, ε) ≈ ε−2J(1/ε) with a function J(·) slowly
varying at infinity, then
sup
t∈T
ωT (t, ε)  ε
√
logN(T, ε). (4.19)
Proof. We suppose
sup
t∈T
ωT (t, ε)  ε
√
logN(T, ε)f0(ε) (4.20)
for a function f0 ∈ o(1) while assuming logN(T, ε) ≈ ε−2J(1/ε).
By Sudakov minoration, see Theorem 3.18 in Ledoux and Talagrand
(1991), there is a universal constant c0 in such a way that
c0δ
√
logN(Bε(t), δ) ≤ E sup
s∈Bε(t)
Xs ≤ ωT (t, ε)
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and equivalently
logN(Bε(t), δ) ≤ ωT (t, ε)
2
c20δ
2
for each t ∈ T.
We take into account relation (4.20) , i.e., there is a constant c1 so that for
all ε sufficiently small
sup
t∈T
ωT (t, ε) ≤ c1ε
√
logN(T, ε)f0(ε) =: S(ε).
This enables us to estimate
N(T, δ) ≤ N(T, ε) exp
[
S(ε)2
c20δ
2
]
,
and taking logarithm yields
logN(T, δ) ≤ logN(T, ε) + ε
2 logN(T, ε)
δ2
f1(ε)
≤ logN(T, ε)
(
1 + f1(ε)
ε2
δ2
)
for a function f1 ∈ o(1). We remind of the assumption
c2ε
−2J(1/ε) ≤ logN(T, ε) ≤ c3ε−2J(1/ε)
for 0 < c2 ≤ c3 and ε sufficiently small. This leads to
c2
c3
δ−2J(1/δ)
ε−2J(1/ε)
≤ logN(T, δ)
logN(T, ε)
.
In fact, we have by (30)
ε2J(1/δ)
δ2J(1/ε)
≤ c3
c2
+ f2(ε)
ε2
δ2
,
with f2 ∈ o(1).
If we set δ :=
√
c2
c3
(1− h)ε for an 0 < h < 1, we get
1
(1− h)2
J(1/(
√
c2
c3
(1− h)ε))
J(1/ε)
≤ 1 + f3(ε) 1
(1− h)2
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for f3 ∈ o(1) which means
J(1/(
√
c2
c3
(1− h)ε))
J(1/ε)
≤ (1− h)2 + f3(ε).
Since J was assumed to be slowly varying, this leads to a contradiction as ε
tends to zero. Hence,
sup
t∈T
ωT (t, ε)  ε
√
logN(T, ε),
must be valid, which is the assertion.
As a consequence, (4.18) now reads as
c4∆
M (T ) ≤ sup
t∈T
ωT (t, q
−M ) ≤ c5∆M (T ),
for all M sufficiently large.
We thank M. A. Lifshits for a discussion, in which the preceding lemma
emerged.
5. CRITICALLY LARGE ENTROPY
In this chapter, we collect several results in the range of critically large
entropy beginning with section 5.1, where we provide lower estimates for
the small deviation function based on a lower bound for the metric entropy
of the unit ball of rkHs of the related Grv. These are combined with the
upper bounds for the small deviations of Gaussian independent sequences
and a Volterra type process computed in subsections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 to find
the correct orders of the corresponding small deviation functions.
In a next step, i.e. section 5.2, we provide some observations concerning
Kuelbs-Li inequalities in the critical case. The last step of this work is to
discuss Gao set. In particular, we try to find lower bounds in terms of
entropy numbers by a technique differing from Gao lemma, see Lemma 2.2
in Creutzig and Steinwart (2002).
5.1 Lower estimates
In this section we want to employ the Kuelbs-Li inequality (3.16) to obtain
lower estimates for the small deviations of some Gaussian processes if a lower
bound for the entropy of the unit ball K of the reproducing kernel Hilbert
space is known.
In Kuelbs and Li (1993) and Li and Linde (1999) this was only done in the
non-critical case while underlining that for a Gaussian random variable with
values in a separable Banach space
logN(K, ε) ∈ o(ε−2)
necessarily holds. Of course this is fulfilled if logN(K, ε)  ε−α, 0 < α < 2,
but also in our critical cases considered below.
Lemma 31. Let logN(K, ε)  ε−2J(1/ε) for J slowly varying. Then
| log ε/
√
φ(ε)| ≈ log φ(ε).
Proof. We want to use a discrete version of (4.1), which may be formu-
lated as follows: Let (εn)n∈N be a sequence of positive numbers converging
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monotonously to 0 and let φ(εn) ≤ c1ε−αn . This implies logN(K, δn) ≤
c2δ
− 2α
2+α
n for α > 0 where δn := εn/
√
ε−αn .
We claim that there is an ε0 > 0, so that we have
| log 1/ε| ≤ log φ(ε)
for all 0 < ε < ε0. Suppose not! Then there would be a sequence (εn)
converging to 0 and fulfilling φ(εn) ≤ ε−1n . This would yield logN(K, δn) ≤
c3δ
−2/3
n for all n ≥ n0 and δn = ε3/2n . This contradicts the assumption.
Therefore, the inequalities
1
2
log φ(ε) ≤ | log ε− 1
2
log φ(ε)| ≤ (1 + 1
2
) log φ(ε).
hold true for sufficiently small ε.
Proposition 32. Let b > 0.
If logN(K, ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)−2b, then
log log φ(ε)  ε− 1b . (5.1)
If logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−2b, then
log φ(ε)  ε− 1b . (5.2)
If logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−2b for b > 1, then
log φ(ε)  ε− 1b−1 (5.3)
If logN(K, ε)  ε− 22b−1 for b > 1, then
log φ(ε)  ε− 22b−1 . (5.4)
Proof. We use (3.16) to obtain φ(ε)  g(ε/√φ(ε)) whenever logN(K, ε) 
g(ε), see Li and Linde (1999), for some regular varying function g(·). This
yields
lim sup
ε→0
ε−2φ(ε)(log | log ε/√φ(ε)|)−2b
φ(ε)
< +∞. (5.5)
We apply Lemma 31 and get
lim sup
ε→0
ε−2/2b
(log | log φ(ε)|) < +∞, (5.6)
which is the result for (5.1). The second assertion (5.2) and the fourth one
(5.4) are proven analogously; the third assertion (5.3) is a simple reformu-
lation of (5.2) .
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In particular, Proposition 32 applies to sequences of weighted Gaussian
random variables. For notational simplicity, let us assume for the weights
that σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = 1. If σn is given in one or another form, this is meant
for n ≥ 4.
Corollary 33. Let (ξn)n∈N be a sequence of i.i.d. N (0, 1)−random vari-
ables. If σn = (log n)
−1/2(log log n)−b, where b > 0, then
log log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣  ε− 1b . (5.7)
If σn = (log n)
−b, where b > 12 , then
log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣  ε− 22b−1 . (5.8)
Proof. Let (fn)n∈N be an orthonormal system in l2, T := {σnfn : n ∈ N}
and X = (Xt)t∈T be the Gaussian process defined in (3.19). We then have
P
[
sup
t∈T
|Xt| ≤ ε
]
= P
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]
. (5.9)
For the case of σn = (log n)
−1/2(log log n)−b, we employ Theorem 5.1 in Li
and Linde (2000), which yields
logN(aco({σnfn : n ∈ N}), ε) ≈ ε−2(log | log ε|)−2b,
hence
logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2(log | log ε|)−2b.
Applying Proposition 32 yields (5.7). Note that there is no problem in the
case of 0 < b ≤ 1 where Dudley’s integral does not converge: We know from
(4.16) that
∆M ({(log n)−1/2(log log n)−bfk : k ∈ N})→ 0
as M →∞ for b > 0. This is necessary and sufficient for (σnξn)n∈N to have
uniformly continuous paths according to Corollary 1.7.3 of Bu¨hler, Li, and
Linde (2001).
For the case of σn = (log n)
−b we get from the proof of Proposition 5.5
in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) that
logN(aco({σnfn : n ∈ N}), ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|1−2b,
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which means that
logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|1−2b.
Again, by Proposition 32 we get the result (5.8).
Of course, we are also interested in upper bounds for the small deviations
of these sequences leading over to the next section.
5.1.1 Application: Small deviations of a Gaussian sequence
There has been a lot of interest in the small deviations of sequences (σnξn)n∈N,
even for more general cases than distr(ξn) = N (0, 1), and norms different
from the sup−norm, see Borovkov and Ruzankin (2008) or Aurzada (2006)
for further information as well as for concrete results.
However, in both articles the considered sequences of weights (σn)n∈N are
of polynomially decreasing order. In Aurzada (2008), exponentially decreas-
ing sequences of weighted positive i.i.d. random variables are considered.
Hence, the sequences of Corollary 33 are not covered in these papers.
We point out that upper bounds for the small deviations in these two cases
have been found by Weber (2010), while establishing a general upper bound
for small deviations with the help of majorizing measures, see Remark 35
for more details. The next proposition is joint work with Aurzada (2010).
Proposition 34. Let (ξn)n∈N be a sequence of i.i.d. N (0, 1)−random vari-
ables. If σn =
(
log n(log log n)b
)−1/2
with b > 0, then
log log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣ ≈ ε− 2b . (5.10)
If σn = (log n)
−b with b > 12 , then
log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣ ≈ ε− 22b−1 . (5.11)
Proof. We start with proving the first assertion (5.10). Clearly we have
P
[
sup
n∈N
σn|ξn| ≤ ε
]
=
∏
n:ε<σn
P [σn|ξ| ≤ ε]
∏
n:ε≥σn
P [σn|ξ| ≤ ε]
and thus
− logP [...] = −
∑
n:ε<σn
logP [σn|ξ| ≤ ε]−
∑
n:ε≥σn
logP [σn|ξ| ≤ ε] . (5.12)
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We will treat both sums separately.
Let us consider the first one. We use for short the notation f(x) = (log x)b
and have ε < σn if and only if ε
−2 > log nf(log n). This gives log n ≤
c1ε
−2f(ε−2) for ε > 0 sufficiently small. Therefore, the number of summands
is bounded by exp[c1ε
−2f(ε−2)] and we can estimate the first sum from above
by
− logP [|ξ| ≤ ε] ·
∑
n:ε<σn
1 ≤ | log ε| exp[c1ε−2f(ε−2)]. (5.13)
We turn to evaluating the second sum in (5.12) and know that
lim
x→0
| log(1− x)|
x
= 1.
Moreover, the sequence
(
P
[
|ξ| > εσn
])
n
is bounded away from 1 by P [|ξ| > 1] .
This implies that there is a constant c2 > 0 independent of ε so that
1
c2
P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
≤ | log(1− P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
)| ≤ c2P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
.
As a consequence, we have the inequality
1
c2
∑
n:ε≥σn
P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
≤
∑
n:ε≥σn
| logP [σn|ξ| ≤ ε] | ≤ c2
∑
n:ε≥σn
P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
.
Hereby, it is sufficient to find the asymptotic rate for
∑
n:ε≥σn
P
[
|ξ| > ε
σn
]
as ε→ 0, in order to find the rate of the second sum in (5.12).
Integration by parts yields∫ ∞
t
u exp[−u2/2]1/u du = 1/t exp[−t2/2]−
∫ ∞
t
exp[−u2/2]1/u2 du,
for t > 0 and hence
P [|ξ| > t] = P [ξ < −t] + P [ξ > t] ≤ 2 exp[−t2/2], t ≥ 1.
To obtain an upper bound for the second sum in (5.12) it thereby suffices
to examine the sum ∑
n≥4
exp[−1
2
(ε/σn)
2]. (5.14)
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Since the summands are comparable in the sense that
1 ≤ exp[−
1
2(ε/σn)
2]
exp[−12(ε/σn−1)2]
≤ c3,
we can estimate the sum in (5.14) by an integral and consider∫ ∞
3
exp[−1
2
ε2 log nf(log n)]dn. (5.15)
First, we substitute x := log n, hence dn = exp[x]dx which yields∫ ∞
log 3
exp[−1
2
ε2xf(x) + x]dx. (5.16)
For technical reasons, we raise the lower integral bound log 3 to a constant
c(b) > max{exp[exp[b]], exp[exp[1]]} only depending on b. This does not
change the asymptotic behaviour of the integral (5.16) as ε→ 0, since∫ ∞
c(b)
exp[−1
2
ε2xf(x) + x]dx
≤ (5.16)
≤ (c(b)− log 3) exp[c(b)] +
∫ ∞
c(b)
exp[−1
2
ε2xf(x) + x]dx.
The next step will be to substitute y := xf(x). Note that the function
g : [c(b),∞)→ [c(b)f(c(b)),∞), g(x) := xf(x)
is continuous and strictly increasing, hence the inverse function
g−1 : [c(b)f(c(b)),∞)→ [c(b),∞)
exists and is continuous and strictly increasing as well. Formal result of the
substitution is at once∫ ∞
g(c(b))
exp[−1
2
ε2y + g−1(y)]
dx
dy
dy. (5.17)
We cannot give an explicit formula for g−1. Similar to Aurzada (2006), p.32,
we introduce the function
S : [g(c(b)),∞)→ [g(c(b))f(g(c(b)))−1,∞), S(y) := yf(y)−1,
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which is strictly monotonic, and compute
lim
y→∞
g−1(y)
S(y)
= lim
x→∞
x
S(g(x))
= lim
x→∞
f(xf(x))
f(x)
= 1.
Therefore, there is a constant c4 > 0 so that∫ ∞
g(c(b))
exp[−1
2
ε2y +
g−1(y)
S(y)
S(y)]
dx
dy
dy ≤
∫ ∞
g(c(b))
exp[−1
2
ε2y + c4S(y)]
dx
dy
dy.
(5.18)
Moreover, we observe that S is a diffeomorphism. For B ∈ B([g(c(b)),∞))
and λ the Lebsegue measure on this σ−algebra we have by Lebesgue Sub-
stitution Theorem, see Theorem 6.1.6 in Cohn (1980),
λ(B) =
∫
B
dλ =
∫
S(B)
dS−1
dλ
dλ ◦ S ◦ S−1 =
∫
B
dS−1
dλ
◦ S dλ ◦ S. (5.19)
It follows that λ is equivalent to λ ◦ S. The same arguments as for (5.19)
hold true for λ ◦ g−1 which in turn is eqivalent to λ and λ ◦ S.
For any interval [a, b] ⊆ [g(c(b)),∞) we have that
λ ◦ S([a, b]) = S(b)− S(a)
– analogously for g−1. Hereby λ ◦S and λ ◦ g−1 are the measures generated
by S and g−1, respectively, see Bauer (1990), 6.5 Satz. By equivalence of
the measures,
dx
dy
=
dg−1
dy
=
dg−1
dS
dS
dy
(5.20)
is valid. There is a constant c5 so that
dg−1
dS
(y) =
dg−1
dy (y)
dS
dy (y)
=
1
g′(g−1(y))S′(y)
≤ c5, y ∈ [g(c(b)),∞), (5.21)
since g
′
(x)(S ◦ g)′(x) is bounded away from zero on [c(b),∞), to be more
precise
(S ◦ g)′(x) =
(
log x
log x+ b log log x
)b
+ bx
(
log x
log x+ b log log x
)b−1 1
x(log x+ b log log x)− log x( 1x + b 1log x 1x)
(log x+ b log log x)2
,
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where the first summand is strictly positive on [c(b),∞), continuous and
converges to 1 as x → ∞ and the second summand is also positive for all
x ∈ [c(b),∞).
Now, we can continue with (5.18) using (5.20), (5.21) and S
′
(y) ≤ (log y)−b
which yields∫ ∞
g(c(b))
exp[−1
2
ε2y + c1S(y)]
dx
dy
dy ≤
∫ ∞
g(c(b))
exp[−1
2
ε2y + c1S(y)]c6(log y)
−bdy
We substitute y = z−1, so dy = −z−2dz and get
∫ g(c(b))−1
0
exp[−1
2
ε2z−1 + c1S(z−1)]c6z−2(log z−1)−bdz. (5.22)
of course, by changing the constant c1 we can estimate
(5.22) ≤
∫ g(c(b))−1
0
exp[−1
2
ε2z−1 + c7S(z−1)]dz. (5.23)
The following part of the proof is aimed at showing that the integrand in
(5.23) has a local maximum in in the intervall (0, 1exp[exp[b]]). Knowing this
will suffice to find further reasonable estimates from above.
Let
h(z) := exp[−1
2
ε2z−1 + c7S(z−1)] = exp[−1
2
ε2z−1 + c7z−1(log z−1)−b].
We provide the first derivative of h by
h′(z) = exp[· · · ]
[
1
2
ε2z−2 − c7z−2(log z−1)−b − bc7z−1(log z−1)z(−z−2)
]
= exp[· · · ]z−2
[
1
2
ε2 − c7(log z−1)−b + bc7(log z−1)−b−1
]
= exp[· · · ]z−2
[
1
2
ε2 − c7(log z−1)−b
(
1− b(log z−1)−1)] .
Firstly, we see that h
′
is strictly positive in a (possibly small, depending on
the constants) neighbourhood of zero intersected with the positive halfline
because
lim
z↓0
c7(log z
−1)−b
(
1− b(log z−1)−1) = 0.
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Secondly, there must be a δ(b) > 0 so that h
′
is negative on ( 1exp[exp[b]] −
δ(b), 1exp[exp[b]]) for sufficiently small ε > 0 since
lim
z↑ 1
exp[exp[b]]
b
log 1z
− 1 ≤ b
exp[b]
− 1 < 0.
Therefore, h(z) has at least one local maximum on (0, 1exp[exp[1]]) or (0,
1
exp[exp[b]]),
respectively, and note that the number of maxima is finite. The largest one
among all of them shall be attained, say, in z(ε), and is a global maximum
at the same time, while
1
2
ε2 = c7(log z(ε)
−1)−b − bc7(log z(ε)−1)−b−1
= c7(log z(ε)
−1)−b(1− b(log z(ε)−1)−1). (5.24)
Note that 1g(c(b)) ≤ 1exp[exp[b]] . By means of the previous argumentation, we
can go on with (5.23) and estimate an upper bound by
(5.23) ≤ g(c(b))−1 exp[−1
2
ε2z(ε)−1 + c7z(ε)−1(log z(ε)−1)−b]. (5.25)
As can be seen from (5.24), z(ε) necessarily tends to zero as ε tends to
zero: Of course, the right hand side in (5.24) would also converge to zero, if
z(ε) would converge to exp[−b]. This cannot happen, we know that z(ε) ≤
1
exp[exp[b]] <
1
exp[b] . Consequently, there are constants c8, c9 > 0 so that we
get from (5.24) the inequality
1
2
ε2 ≤ c8(log z(ε)−1)−b
as well as from (5.25) the relation
log log (5.23) ≤ c9 log z(ε)−1
implying
log log (5.23) ≤ c10ε− 2b
for all ε sufficiently small. This is in fact the result, since the asymptotic
rate of the first sum in (5.13) is negligible. Combined with Corollary 33 we
get
log log φ(ε) ≈ ε−2/b.
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All in all we have identified the correct order of the small deviations.
It remains to show assertion (5.11). It is known that
en({σkfk : k ∈ N}) ≈ n−b,
hence
logN(N, ε) ≈ ε−1/b
with respect to Dudley metric induced by (σnξn)n∈N. Theorem 14 gives
log φ(ε)  ε− 22b−1 . (5.26)
Corollary 33 leads to
log φ(ε)  ε− 22b−1 ,
which is the assertion combined with (5.26) .
Remark 35. As announced in the introduction of this section, let us have a
look on the results of Weber (2010) concerning small deviations of Gaussian
sequences (σnξn)n∈N.
For the case σn := (log n)
−b, b > 12 the upper bound
log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣  ε− 22b−1 (5.27)
is computed, using the general lower bound provided by Theorem 3.1 loc.
cit. This coincides with the upper bound due to Theorem 3 in Aurzada and
Lifshits (2008).
In fact, it is not surprising that both general theorems lead to the correct
order, since the Hilbert space counterpart {σnfn : n ∈ N} ⊂ l2 has maximal
metric entropy of convex hull under the regime of logN({σnfn : n ∈ N}, ε) ≈
ε−
1
b for this sequence.
Things change in the case of σn = ((log n)(log log n)
b)−1/2. Here, Weber’s
result is
log log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
n∈N
|σnξn| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣  ε− 2b−2 ,
for b > 2. We can omit this restriction and have Proposition 34, where we
find the better upper bound ε−
2
b for b > 0.
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Remark 36. We observe that the upper bound of φ(ε), see (5.10), has been
obtained without any use of arguments concerning the entropy of convex
hulls. Consequently, Kuelbs-Li inequality (4.1) may be applied to recover
that
logN(aco({σnfn : n ∈ N), ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)−b
as it is a result of Li and Linde (2000) obtained via the above described
methods connected to majorizing measures.
5.1.2 Application: Small deviations of a Volterra type process
In this section we investigate the small deviations of a Volterra type process.
Let 0 < r(b) < exp[−2b] with b > 1 and define a kernel function
Kb : [0, r]× [0, r]→ R,
Kb(t, s) := (t− s)−1/2| log(t− s)|−b1{s<t}.
Although we just write r instead of r(b), we ought to bear in mind that
there is always dependence of b. As it is easy to confirm, we have Kb(t, ·) ∈
L2([0, r]). The process X = (Xt)t∈[0,r] will be defined as a stochastic integral
Xt =
∫
[0,r]
Kb(t, s)dBs (5.28)
with respect to the random measure corresponding to Brownian motion
(Bs)s∈[0,r]. It is well known that the process X is centered Gaussian, see
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994), where an introduction on this type of
processes can be found. The covariance of X is
EXtXs =
∫
[0,r]
Kb(t, u)Kb(s, u)du.
Moreover, the process X is intimately connected to the integral operator
Vb : L2[0, r]→ C[0, r], (Vbf)(t) :=
∫
[0,r]
Kb(t, s)f(s)ds (5.29)
through its dual
V∗b :M [0, r]→ L2[0, r], (V∗b µ)(s) =
∫
[0,r]
Kb(t, s)µ(dt)
via
EXtXs = 〈Kb(t, ·),Ks(s, ·)〉L2 = 〈V∗b δt,V∗b δs〉L2 .
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As a consequence, we have
eb2n(K) ≤ 2aebn(aco({V∗b δt : t ∈ [0, r]})) ≤ 2a2en(K)
due to Proposition 22 and hence
eb2n(K) ≤ 2aebn(aco({Kb(t, ·) : t ∈ [0, r]})) ≤ 2a2en(K),
where K denotes the unit ball of rkhs of X defined in (5.28).
To find the small deviations of X, among others we want to employ one
of the Kuelbs-Li inequalities. This is why we are interested in the rate
of convergence of en(Vb). A step towards this is the next lemma, which is
analogous to Lemma 5 in Lifshits (2011). Its most important consequence
is the relation
en({Kb(t, ·) : t ∈ [0, r]})  n1/2−b
which easily follows.
Lemma 37. Let b > 1 and 0 ≤ t ≤ t+ u ≤ r. Then we have
‖Kb(t+ u, ·)−Kb(t, ·)‖22 ≤ (1/2 + 1/(2b− 1))1/2| log u|1/2−b.
Proof. We begin to estimate
‖Kb(t+ u, ·)−Kb(t, ·)‖22
=
∫ t
0
(
(t− s)−1/2| log(t− s)|−b − (t+ u− s)−1/2| log(t+ u− s)|−b
)2
ds
+
∫ t+u
t
(t+ u− s)−1| log(t+ u− s)|−2bds
=
∫ t
0
(
v−1/2| log v|−b − (v + u)−1/2| log(v + u)|−b
)2
dv +
∫ u
0
v−1| log v|−2bdv
(a)
≤
∫ t
u
(
v−1/2| log v|−b − (v + u)−1/2| log(v + u)|−b
)2
dv + 2
∫ u
0
v−1| log v|−2bdv
≤ u2
∫ t
u
(
v−3/2| log v|−b(−1/2 + b| log r|−1)
)2
dv + 2
∫ u
0
v−1| log v|−2dv
(b)
≤ u2
∫ t
u
v−3| log v|−2bdv + 2
∫ u
0
v−1| log v|−2bdv
≤ | log u|−2b + 1/(2b− 1)| log u|1−2b
≤ | log u|1−2b(1/| log r|+ 1/(2b− 1)).
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Note: Estimates (a) and (b) hold in both cases u ≤ t and t ≤ u. Estimate
(b) holds because of mean value theorem, moreover (−1/2+ b| log r|−1)2 ≤ 1
is valid.
The result of the next proposition is contained in Lifshits (2011), how-
ever, not its proof, which seems to be unpublished. This is why we include
it; the proof of the lower bound is given in the version of Lacey (2008)
communicated by W. Linde.
Proposition 38. Let Vb be the integral operator defined in (5.29) and b > 1.
Then
en(Vb) ≈ n−1/2(log n)1−b.
Proof. Let us start considering the lower bound. To prove
en(Vb)  n−1/2(log n)1−b,
it is sufficient to find a cn−1/2(log n)1−b-distance net consisting of 2n points
from Vb(BL2) with a constant c > 0 independent of n. We begin with setting
weights
ρ2n :=
∫ r
n
0
1
x| log x|2bdx =
1
2b− 1
∣∣∣log r
n
∣∣∣1−2b
and functions
gn(x) :=
1[0, r
n
)(x)
ρn(
r
n − x)1/2| log( rn − x)|b
(5.30)
for n ∈ N. Of course, these functions are constructed in such a way that
‖gn|L2‖ = 1. We further define
gj,n(x) := gn
(
x− r(j − 1)
n
)
, j = 1, · · · , n. (5.31)
For notational simplicity, let n be a square number in the following. This
does not restrict generality. We define functions fJ := |J |−1/2
∑
j∈J gj,n for
all subsets J ⊂ {1, · · · , n}. We consider the set
Φ :=
{
fJ : J ⊆ {1, · · · , n}, |J | =
√
n
}
, (5.32)
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which will constitute a suitable distance net Vb(Φ) as desired. To show this,
we note that by Stirling’s formula
|Φ| =
(
n√
n
)
≈
√
2pin(n/e)n√
2pi
√
n(
√
n/e)
√
n
√
2pi(n−√n)((n−√n)/e)n−√n
≈ (
√
n)
√
n√
2pi
√
n(1− 1/√n)n−√n . (5.33)
We take the logarithm of the right hand side in (5.33) which leads to
√
n log
√
n− log
√
2pi
√
n−√n log
(
1− 1√
n
)√n
+
√
n log
(
1− 1√
n
)
and hence we see that
log |Φ| ≈ √n log n. (5.34)
For fJ 6= fK let j be the least element in the symmetric difference of J and
K, i.e., j := inf(J ∪K) \ (J ∩K).
‖Vb(fJ)− Vb(fK)‖∞ ≥ |Vb(fJ − fK)(jr
n
)|
=
∫ (jr)/n
0
gj,n(x)
( jrn − x)1/2| log( jrn − x)|b
dx
= n−1/4ρ−1n
∫ (jr)/n
r(j−1)/n
1
( jrn − x)| log( jrn − x)|2b
dx
= n−1/4ρ−1n
∫ r/n
0
1
x| log x|2bdx
= n−1/4ρn
= (2b− 1)−1/2n−1/4| log r
n
|1/2−b
≥ (2b− 1)−1/2(√n log n)−1/2(log n
r
)1−b.
Regarding (5.34), this suffices to conclude ek(Vb)  k−1/2(log k)1−b.
For the upper bound we make use of Lemma 37 which implies
en({Kb(t, ·) : t ∈ [0, r]})  n1/2−b. (5.35)
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By this, the general estimate of part (iii) of Theorem 2 yields that
en(V∗b ) = en(aco({Kb(t, ·) : t ∈ [0, r]}))  n−1/2(log n)1−b
which means
en(Vb)  n−1/2(log n)1−b
by Corollary 20.
We can now formulate the main result of this section, its proof is quite
short after all the preparations.
Proposition 39. Let X be the Gaussian process defined in (5.28). Its small
deviations are given by
log φ(ε) ≈ ε− 1b−1 . (5.36)
Proof. For the upper bound let us employ (5.35), which is equivalent to
logN({Kb(t, ·) : t ∈ [0, r]}, ε)  ε−
2
2b−1 . From Theorem 14 it follows that
log φ(ε)  ε− 1b−1 .
For the lower bound, Proposition 38 and Proposition 32 give
log φ(ε)  ε− 1b−1 ,
which is finally the result.
5.2 Kuelbs-Li inequalities in view of critically large entropy
We explained in the introduction, why it would be attractive to have the
relation
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε) (5.37)
instead of
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(2ε) (5.38)
as a general result connecting the metric entropy logN(K, ε) of the unit
ball of the rkHs of the Gaussian process X and the small ball function
φ(ε) = − logP [supt∈T |Xt|].
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As a further motivation let us remark that – if (5.37) were fulfilled – the
optimality problem of Theorem 2, part (iv) would be solved: For the proof
of Proposition 9 in Aurzada and Lifshits (2008), a special Gaussian process
(Xt)t∈T is constructed, whose small deviations have lower bound
log log φ(ε)  ε− 2β−2 , β > 2.
This connected with (5.37) would yield
logN(K, ε)  ε−2(log | log ε|)2−β ,
while logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−β is satisfied.
However, relation (5.37) fails to hold in general as the next proposition
states.
Proposition 40. There is a compact set T and a Gaussian random variable
X with values in C(T ) such that the relation
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε),
does not hold.
Proof. We adopt Example 3 from Aurzada and Lifshits (2008). Let (fk)k∈N
be the canonical base of l2, σk = k
−1(log(k + 1))−b, b > 1 and let
T :=
∑
k∈N
{+σkfk,−σkfk}.
Then we define the process X as usual as
Xt :=
∑
k∈N
〈t, fk〉ξk =
∑
k∈N
tkσkξk, tk = sgn(〈t, fk〉), t ∈ T. (5.39)
We have the equality
sup
t∈T
|Xt| =
∑
k∈N
σk|ξk|,
i.e., the supremum of the process equals the l1−norm of the sequence (σkξk)k∈N
and we know from Corollary 2.1 in Aurzada (2006) that
log
∣∣∣∣logP
[
sup
t∈T
|Xt| ≤ ε
]∣∣∣∣ ≈ ε− 1b−1 . (5.40)
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In the next step, we want to compute the asymptotic rate of logN(aco(T ), ε).
The problem in fact reduces to finding the entropy numbers of the cor-
responding diagonal operator Dσ : l∞ → l2. The sequence (σk) fulfills
σk ≈ σ2k and supn≥k σnσk ·
(
n
k
)α
< +∞ for some α > 12 , which are the
conditions to apply Theorem 2.2 from Ku¨hn (2005). We get
en(Dσ : l∞ → l2) ≈ n1/2σn = n−1/2(log n)−b, (5.41)
so
logN(aco(T ), ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b. (5.42)
Now we suppose,
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε)
would hold for the process defined in (5.39).
From (5.40) we know that there is a constant c > 0 such that
φ(ε) ≥ exp[cε− 22b−2 ]
for ε sufficiently small. We can compute that
lim sup
ε↓0
ε−2(log ε−2φ(ε))2−2b ≤ lim sup
ε↓0
ε−2(log ε−2 exp[cε−
2
2b−2 ])2−2b < +∞.
This leads to
lim sup
ε↓0
ε−22φ(ε)(log ε−22φ(ε))2−2b
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))
≤ lim sup
ε↓0
φ(ε)
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))
lim sup
ε↓0
ε−22(log ε−22φ(ε))2−2b
< +∞.
Setting δ := ε/
√
2φ(ε), we get
logN(K, δ)  δ−2| log δ2|2−2b ≈ δ−2| log δ|2−2b. (5.43)
If we compare (5.43) with (5.42), we find a contradiction using Proposi-
tion 21. Therefore, (5.37) cannot hold in general.
Remark 41.
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(i). In the proof of Proposition 40, the special feature
logN(T, ε) ≈ logN(aco(T ), ε)
was not necessary to achieve the contradiction – we could also have
used sets T fulfilling logN(T, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b and logN(aco(T ), ε)
≈ ε−2| log ε|a−2b for arbitrary 0 ≤ a < 2. Such sets exist and may be
constructed similarly to the set T in proof of Proposition 42.
(ii). Although we know that the number two on the right hand side in
(2.3) cannot be omitted in general, for the example constructed in
Proposition 42
logN(K, ε/
√
2φ(ε))  φ(ε)
is valid. This phenomenon occurs for other quite natural examples as
well.
Let us now turn to the second announced question which is whether
such a one-to-one correspondence (2.5) as in the regular case still holds in
the critical case. With this in mind, we first provide an upper bound for
logN(K, ε) given an upper bound for φ(ε). What matters for our consider-
ations is rather its being best possible than the special rates.
Proposition 42. Let b > 1. Then log φ(ε)  ε− 1b−1 implies
logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−2b.
This estimate is best possible.
Proof. The upper bound for logN(K, ε) can be calculated using relation
(4.1).
Now let (fk)k∈N be an orthonormal system of l2. Define
T1 := {(log k)1/2−bf2k+1 : k ∈ N}
and
T2 :=
∞∑
k=1
{k−1(log(k + 1))−bf2k,−k−1(log(k + 1))−bf2k}.
It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.5 in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999)
that
logN(T1, ε)  ε−
1
b−1/2 and logN(aco(T1)ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|2−2b. (5.44)
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We remind (5.42) to get
logN(T2, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−2b and logN(aco(T2), ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b.
Let (X1(t))t∈T1 and (X2(t))t∈T2 be the corresponding Gaussian processes
defined by (3.19).
For φi(ε) := − logP
[
supt∈Ti |Xt| ≤ ε
]
, i = 1, 2, it is known that
log φ1(ε)  ε−
1
b−1 and log φ2(ε) ≈ ε−
1
b−1 .
For the first, use (5.44) in connection with Theorem 3 in Aurzada and Lif-
shits (2008), for the second we refer to the proof of Proposition 40. Moreover,
define T := T1 + T2 and observe that
logN(T, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−2b and logN(aco(T ), ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|2−2b.
Now it suffices to show that φ(ε) = − logP [supt∈T |X(t)| ≤ ε]  ε−
1
b−1 ,
where X is the Gaussian process connected to T and defined by (3.19).
Note that for t = t1 + t2, t1 ∈ T1, t2 ∈ T2, we have X(t) = X1(t1) +X2(t2)
This yields
sup
t∈T
|X(t)| ≤ sup
t1∈T1
|X1(t1)|+ sup
t2∈T2
|X2(t2)|.
For ε > 0 it follows that
P
[
sup
t∈T
|X(t)| ≤ ε
]
≥ P
[
sup
t∈T1
|X1(t)|+ sup
t∈T2
|X2(t)| ≤ ε
]
≥ P
[
sup
t∈T1
|X1(t)| ≤ ε
2
, sup
t∈T2
|X2(t)| ≤ ε
2
]
= P
[
sup
t∈T1
|X1(t)| ≤ ε
2
]
P
[
sup
t∈T2
|X2(t)| ≤ ε
2
]
,
where we use orthogonality of the sets T1 and T2 in Hilbert space for the
last step. Hence,
φ(ε) ≤ φ1(ε
2
) + φ2(
ε
2
)
and therefore
log φ(ε)  ε− 1b−1 . (5.45)
Thus, we have shown that there is a Gaussian process with continuous sam-
ple paths a.s., whose small ball function satisfies (5.45) and whose unit ball
of rkHs has metric entropy
logN(K, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|2−2b.
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Let us relate Proposition 42 to the preceding Proposition 40 and realize
that we cannot expect a general inverse assertion in the way that log φ(ε) 
ε−
1
b−1 would imply logN(K, ε)  ε−2| log ε|2−2b.
For this, we recall ourselves of the process (Xt)t∈T defined in (5.39) which
possesses the properties log φ(ε) ≈ ε− 1b−1 and logN(aco(T )) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b.
We concentrate our observation in the next corollary.
Corollary 43. There are Gaussian processes X1 = (Xt)t∈T1 , X2 = (Xt)t∈T2
such that the corresponding small ball functions φ1, φ2 and the corresponding
unit balls of rkHs K1,K2 fulfill the relations
log φ1(ε) ≈ log φ2(ε) ≈ ε−
1
b−1 ,
logN(K1, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b and logN(K2, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|2−2b.
In the same way as the rate of log φ(ε) does not determine the rate of
logN(K, ε), we find that the rate of logN(K, ε) does not determine the rate
of log φ(ε) as can be seen from the next statement.
Corollary 44. There are Gaussian processes X1 = (Xt)t∈T1 , X2 = (Xt)t∈T2
such that the corresponding small ball functions φ1, φ2 and the corresponding
unit balls of rkHs K1,K2 fulfill the relations
logN(K1, ε) ≈ logN(K2, ε) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b,
log φ1(ε) ≈ log ε−
1
b−1 , and log φ2(ε)  ε−1/b.
Proof. Again, let X1 be the process defined in (5.39). Define X2 with b > 1
via (3.19) using the set T2 := {(log k + 1)− 1+2b2 fk : k ∈ N} ⊆ l2, and from
proof of Proposition 5.5 in Carl, Kyrezi, and Pajor (1999) it follows that
logN(T2, ε)  ε−
1
b+1/2 and logN(aco(T2)) ≈ ε−2| log ε|−2b,
while we have log φ2(ε)  ε−1/b by Theorem 14.
It would be interesting to know whether there are Gaussian processes
X1 = (Xt)t∈T1 , X2 = (Xt)t∈T2 with sample paths in C(T ) a.s. such that
logN(T1, ε) ≈ logN(T2, ε) and logN(aco(T1), ε) ≈ logN(aco(T2), ε), (5.46)
while log φ1 6≈ log φ2.
Note that for the examples related to the preceding corollaries either the
first or the second condition of (5.46) is violated.
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5.3 Variations on the Gao set
As remarked in the introductory chapter, Gao (2001) was the first to prove
estimate (vi) of Theorem 2 for the special case of b = 0, onward he con-
structed a set A with
en(A)  n−1/2 and en(aco(A))  n−1/2 log n
proving the sharpness of his upper estimate. Creutzig and Steinwart (2002)
extended his ideas to the case of p-Banach spaces for 1 < p ≤ 2, hence Theo-
rem 2 part (vi) is included there. Since estimates (iv) and (v) of Theorem 2
are not known to be best possible, it is self-evident to consider the Gao set A
whose construction can be modified to fit in the setting of b ≥ 2 in the sense
that logN(A, ε)  ε−2| log ε|−b. As to a lower bound for logN(aco(A), ε),
we will provide some observations after having introduced the set A.
From Aurzada and Lifshits (2008), Proposition 9, we borrow a construc-
tion which was first for a Gaussian process. It rather resembles the original
construction in Gao (2001) than the construction in Creutzig and Steinwart
(2002).
Let (fk)k∈N be the canonical orthonormal base of l2 and (Nk)k∈N a par-
tition of N in the way that dk := |Nk| = 222k .
For all k ∈ N and b ∈ R we define sets
Dk := {±2−kk−bfi : i ∈ Nk}
and with these a set A as the Minkowski sum
A :=
∑
k∈N
Dk. (5.47)
We keep in mind that all Dk as well as A depend on b, which will not be
reflected in the designation for notational simplicity.
The next lemma provides an upper bound for the entropy of A. We will
give the proof since A differs from both sets constructed in Gao (2001) and
Creutzig and Steinwart (2002), respectively, although it works with the same
ideas.
Lemma 45. Let A be as above and b ∈ R. Then we have
en(A)  n−1/2(log n)−b.
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Proof. As a preliminary consideration we estimate the cardinality of the set∑N
k=1Dk by∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
k=1
Dk
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
N∏
k=1
|Dk| ≤
N∏
k=1
2dk ≤ 2N+
∑N
k=1 2
2k ≤ dN+2.
By c0 > 0, we denote a constant for which
∞∑
k=M
2−kk−b ≤ c02−MM−b
is valid for all M ∈ N.
Now let n > 28 and fix an N ∈ N so that dN+3 ≤ 2n−1. If we choose
N to be maximal under this condition, we have
dN+3 ≤ 2n−1 ≤ dN+4. (5.48)
The set A will be divided into the two parts
A1 :=
N−1∑
k=1
Dk andA2 :=
∞∑
k=N
Dk,
with each of them being dealt with separately.
Let ε := c02
−NN−b. We can afford to spend one ε−ball for each point
in A1, since their number is bounded by
|A1| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
k=1
Dk
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ dN+1.
The set A2 is small, i.e.
‖A2‖ ≤
∞∑
k=N
‖Dk‖ ≤ ε.
Hence, only one ε−ball is needed to cover A2.
For the entropy numbers we then have
e2n(A) = e2n(A1 +A2) ≤ en(A1) + en(A2)
≤ c1ε ≤ c22−NN−b ≤ c3n−1/2(log n)−b,
wherefrom we get the assertion with regard to (5.48).
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The following lemma is due to Gao (2001), we quote it in the formulation
of Creutzig and Steinwart (2002). It is a key step for the lower estimate, at
least in the case of b < 1.
Lemma 46 (Gao). Let H1, · · · , HN be Hilbert spaces. We equip the product
space H1 × · · · ×HN with the product norm
‖(x1, · · · , xN )‖2 :=
(
N∑
i=1
‖xi‖2
)1/2
.
Then for all subsets Ai ⊆ Hi and every n ≥ 6 we have
N1/2min
i≤N
en+1(Ai) ≤ 4e⌊nN3 ⌋(A1 × · · · ×AN ).
We need another lemma.
Lemma 47. Let A,B ⊆ E two symmetric subsets of a linear space E, i.e.
A = −A and B = −B. Then we have aco(A+B) = aco(A) + aco(B).
Proof. The inclusion aco(A + B) ⊆ aco(A) + aco(B) is obvious. For the
other one take
x =
n∑
i=1
λiai +
m∑
j1
µjbj ∈ aco(A) + aco(B);
m∑
j=1
|µj | =
n∑
i=1
|λi| = 1.
Since A,B are symmetric we may assume w.l.o.g. that all λi, µj are non-
negative. Then we can rewrite x as
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
λiµj(ai + bj) =
n∑
i=1
λiai +
m∑
j=1
µjbj = x.
Additionally, we also have
∑n
i=1
∑m
j=1 |λiµj | = 1, so we are done.
Analogously to Creutzig and Steinwart (2002) we can now provide a
lower bound for aco(A) in terms of entropy numbers.
Lemma 48. Let A be as in (5.47) and b ∈ R. Then we have
en(aco(A))  n−1/2(log n)1−b.
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Proof. Let n ≥ 32 and fix an N ∈ N so that
(N − 1) log2 d2(N−1) ≤ 3n ≤ N log2 d2N . (5.49)
For short we write m := log2 d2N and observe n ≤ Nm/3, which implies
en(aco(A)) ≥ e⌊Nm/3⌋(aco(
∞∑
k=1
Dk)) ≥ e⌊Nm/3⌋(
2N∑
k=N+1
aco(Dk))
while keeping Lemma 47 in mind. Furthermore, we have
e⌊Nm/3⌋(
2N∑
k=N
aco(Dk)) ≥ e⌊Nm/3⌋(aco(DN+1)× · · · × aco(D2N ))
≥ 1
4
N1/2 min
N+1≤k≤2N
em+1(aco(Dk)) (5.50)
applying Gao’s lemma, Lemma 46, in the last step.
Note that
log2 dk ≤ m ≤ d1/2k .
Hence, using a well known theorem of Schu¨tt (1984), we can go on estimating
em+1(aco(Dk)) = 2
−kk−bem+1(aco({±fi : i ∈ Nk}))
= 2−kk−bem+1(id : l
dk
1 → ldk2 )
≥ c12−kk−b
(
log2
dk
m+1
m+ 1
)1/2
≥ c22−kk−b
(
log2 d
1/2
k
m+ 1
)1/2
≥ c3k−bm−1/2
and we can proceed with (5.50) leading to
en(aco(A)) ≥ c4N1/2N−bm−1/2 = c5N−1/2N1−bm−1/2 = c5(mN)−1/2N1−b.
Remembering (5.49) this finally gives
en(aco(A)) ≥ c6n−1/2(log2 n)1−b, (5.51)
where the constant depends on the choice of b ∈ R.
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In fact, Lemma 48 shows the sharpness of Theorem 2 part (vi), but is
far away from showing sharpness of estimates (iv) and (v).
Now the question is, whether the multiplicative increase of log n in the lower
bound is intrinsic to the construction of this set, so to speak one could sup-
pose that
en(aco(A)) ≈ n−1/2(log n)1−b
for all b ∈ R.
As an alternative for b ≥ 1, en(aco(A)) could have greater entropy reflecting
that the Gao lemma does not perform well in this case.
In Linde (2008), a general lower bound for the entropy numbers of an op-
erator v : H → C(T ) is developed, where H denotes a Hilbert space and T
a compact metric space. Certain numbers τn(u), n ∈ N, are defined, origi-
nating in the theory of local non-determinism of stochastic processes. They
are rewritten as
τn(v) = sup{ min
1≤j≤n
dist({gj}, span{g1, · · · , gj−1}})|g1, · · · , gn ∈ Av} (5.52)
see Corollary 2 loc. cit. , where Av := {v∗δt|t ∈ T}. With these, the
following Theorem is formulated.
Theorem 49 (Linde). Let H be a Hilbert space and T be a compact metric
space. For all v : H → C(T ), we have
2en(v) ≥ n−1/2τn(v), n = 1, 2, · · · .
Now we can state a lower bound for the entropy of the absolutely convex
hull of A.
Proposition 50. Let A be as in (5.47) and b > 1. Then we have
en(aco(A))  n−1/2(log n)−1/2(log log n)−b. (5.53)
Proof. We take the closure A of the set constructed in (5.47) and define an
operator u : l1(A)→ l2 in the same way as in (3.18) .
Its dual u∗ : l2 → l∞(A) in fact is a mapping into C(A) since it is given by
(u∗h)(a) = 〈a, h〉 for all h ∈ l2 and all a ∈ A.
The dual of the operator u∗ : l2(A)→ C(A) is the mapping u∗∗ :M(A)→ l2
given by
〈h, u∗∗µ〉 =
∫
A
u∗(h)dµ, µ ∈M(A),
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hence for a point measure δa, a ∈ A, we have u∗∗(δa) = a by means of Riesz
representation.
In view of Theorem 49 it suffices to find a lower bound for the numbers
τn(u
∗) to get a lower bound for en(u∗), which will run into a lower bound
for en(aco(A)) by Proposition 21.
We have the simple lower estimate
τn(u
∗) ≥ sup{ min
1≤j≤n
dist({gj}, span{g1, · · · , gj−1}})|g1, · · · , gn ∈ A} (5.54)
Let us try to evaluate the right hand side in (5.54). For this, note that each
gi may be written as gi =
∑∞
k=1 σkt
i
kf
i
k with t
i
k ∈ {+1,−1} and f ik ∈ {fl| l ∈
Nk}. Then
dist2({gj}, span{g1, ..., gj−1}) = inf
λi∈R
‖gj −
j−1∑
i=1
λigi‖2
= inf
λi
‖
∞∑
k=1
σkt
j
kf
j
k −
j−1∑
i=1
λi
∞∑
k=1
σkt
i
kλif
i
k‖2
= inf
λi
∞∑
k=1
σ2k‖tjkf jk −
j−1∑
i=1
tikλif
i
k‖2
= inf
λi
∞∑
k=1
σ2k‖f jk −
j−1∑
i=1
λif
i
k‖2
Let us choose special g′is. For k ≥
⌈
1
2 log2 log2 n
⌉
=: n0 we have the freedom
to choose all f ik, 1 ≤ i ≤ n to be pairwise distinct since then |Nk| ≥ n. We
do not impose restrictions on the choice of all tik as well as on the choice of
all f ik for k < n0. Then
τ2n(u) ≥ min
1≤j≤n
inf
λi
∞∑
k=1
σ2k‖f jk −
j−1∑
i=1
λif
i
k‖2 ≥
∞∑
k=n0
σ2k (5.55)
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Now we only have to do a calculation exercise.
∞∑
k=n0
σ2k ≥ (log 2)2b
∫ ∞
n0
(2x)−2(log 2x)−2bdx =
[
y := 2x, dx =
dy
log 2 y
]
= (log 2)2b+1
∫ ∞
2n0
y−3(log y)−2bdy
= (log 2)2b
([
−1
2
y−2(log y)−2b
]∞
2n0
− b
∫ ∞
2n0
y−3(log y)−2b−1dy
)
= (log 2)2b+1
(
1
2(log 2)2b
(2n0)−2n−2b0 − b
[
−1
2
y−2(log y)−2b−1
]∞
2n0
)
+ (log 2)2b+1
2b+ 1
2
∫ ∞
2n0
y−3(log y)−2b−2
≥ 1
2
(2n0)−2n−2b0 −
b
2 log 2
(2n0)−2n−2b−10
= (2n0)−2n−2b0
(
log 2
2
− b
2
n−10
)
(a)
≥ 1
4
(2n0)−2n−2b0
(b)
≥ 1
16
(
2log2(log2 n)
1
2
)−2
(log2 log2 n+ 1)
−2b
≥ 1
16
(log2 n)
−1(log2 log2 n+ 1)
−2b,
where estimate (a) is valid whenever n ≥ 2220b ; for estimate (b) we take into
account that n0 ≤ 12 log2 log2 n+ 1.
Remark 51. Let us rewrite the assertion of Proposition 50 as
en(acoA)  n−1/2(log n)−b(log n)b−1/2(log log n)−b.
As we see, there is a multiplicative increase of (log n)b−1/2(log log n)−b, which
– for b > 3/2 – is a better estimate than just log n as provided by the Gao
lemma.
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